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Io INTRODUCTION

1« The sub-regional meeting on economic co-operation in West Africa

was held at Niamey (Niger) from 10 to 20 October 1966., in accordance

■with the decision taken at the seventh session of the Economic Commis

sion for Africas and expressed in Resolution 142(VIl) recommending that

the member States should "set up at an early'date at'the sub-regional

level inter-governmental- machinery responsible for the harmonization of

economic and social'development in the sub-region taking into account

the experience of similar institutional arrangements inside and outside

Africa", : . " ■ ■ v ■■■■■' ' \ " '

11, ORGMiaATiON of work and attmdajtge ■' ■ '

Election ojfpj'ficers^ " ■ . ...

2. His Excellency Mr0 3arkire Alidou (Higer) -was unanimously elected

Chairman of the meeting; Mr* P.O.; Asiodu (Nigeria) Vice-Chairman and

Mr* Roger Tall (Upper Volta) rapporteurD . .

3*-' ;^iLQ following member States of'the sub-region Vere represented?

Dahomeyj Ghana? the Ivory Coast9 Lxberiaj Mali, Mauritania, the Niger,

Nigeria? Senegal, Togo and the Upper Volta.

Observers from tho following member and associate member States

were presents'Algeria?- ■^rance3 the United Arab Republic and the United

Kingdom*- The -following countries sent observers; 'Austria, Belgium,.

Chinaj-Cze^choslovakiai,':the Federal Republic of Germany5 India, Israel,

the Netherlands? Sweden? the United States of America and the'USSR.

4» ■ -The following ■specialized, 'agencies were representeds' the United*

Nations Pood.and Agricultural Organisation (FA0)? the international

Bank.for Reconstruction and Development (iBKD), the International

Labour Office (lLO), the International Monetary Fund (IMS'), United '

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)3 the United Nations
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Children*s Fund (U23TCEF), the United Nations Development Programme,

(UNDP), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO), and the World Health Organization (WHO). The

Organization of African Unity was represented "by an Assistant Administra

tive Secretary-General,

The following inter-governmental organizations sent observers;

the African Development Bank, the European Eoonomic Community, the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the Lake Chad Committee, the

Niger River Committee and the Inter-States Committee for the development

of the Senegal Eiver "basin. Observers from the following non-governmental

organizations were also presents the Battelle Institute* Ford Foundation,

Harvard University Development Advisory Service, the International Road

Federation, United Africa House, and the West African Free Trade Organiza

tion, (A full list of participants is given in Aionex I).

■ III, AGENDA

5« The provisional agenda proposed by the secretariat was adopted,

subject to the addition to item 7 of the following sub-paragraphs

(f) "Report of the West African Interim Expert Committee on Iron and

Steel". (The final agenda is given in Annex II).

IV. OPENING SESSION

6% The meeting was opened in the National Assembly building at Niamey,

at 5 p»mf on 10 Octob.er 1966 by His Excellency, Mr. Hamani Diori,

President of the Republic of the Niger. The Presidents statement is in

Annex III,

7* . Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission

for Africa, made a statement describing the context,in which the sub-

regional meeting had been convened. His.statement is reproduced.as

Annex IT.
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8, Mr, Gratien Pognon, .Assistant Administrative Secretary-^General

of the OAU, stressed the unusual character of the meeting. He pointed

out that multinational co-operation was nothing new, for since . .

independence various formulae for "bringing States closer together had.

been adumbrated. Until the inception of the OAU? the, different

attempts at getting closer together tended in the main towards the

implementation of a joint programme of economic wand social develop- ,

ment. His statement is reproduced as Annex V.

9» Speaking on "behalf of the delegates present His Excellency,

Mr, S,UTDiaye, the Mali representative, thanked the President and the

Government of the ITiger for the warm welcome aooorded. He said the

meeting was of Considerable importance to the countries of th© sub-

regionj since African Unity was their common objective. International

meetings by making it possible to proceed to an exchange of views on

the economic problems facing the different countries? represented a

stag© on the road to the discovery of such unity. (For full text of

•pseeh see Annex "VT),

V. CLOSING SESSION

10« At its closing session, the meeting adopted with some oral amend

ments the report prepared by its rapporteur, The representatives of

th© Ivory Coast and Liberia abstained from ihe vote on the adoption of

the reports explaining that they would have preferred to see the final

text of the report with the agreed amendments submitted for formal

adoption by the meeting.

The meeting also approved three recommendations ons

(a) the adoption of draft Articles of Association for the

establishment of a West African Boonomic Community,

(b) the establishment of a permanent Transport Committee>
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(c) the establishment of an Energy Committee,

The meeting farther unanimously adopted a resolution sponsored

by Dahomey, Ghana and Togo on co-operation between their respective

countries in the exploitation of their hydro-electric resources, and

congratulated them on their initiative* Finally the meeting adopted

resolutions^expressing thanks to Eis Excellency, Mr. Hamani Diori,

the people and the Government of the Uiger, and a motion congratulating

the officers of the meeting and the secretariat of the Economic Gom-

mission for Afrioao - ■ ' ■- - -
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VI. 2R0CMOTGS

Item. A-i Inter-governmental system for economic co-operation at the sub"

.';■■•;:■ :,,.■. regional level . . .

II, In its resolution 142(VIl) the Commission recommended th,at the

member States should establish as soon as possible on a sub-regional

"basis j intergovernmental machinery for harmonizing the economic and

social development of the sub-region. It also recommended in its

resolution 145(^11) the setting up of co-ordination and planning

oommittees attached to a permanent machinery for inter-governmental

negotiation:. THe Executive Secroijary was requested to give special • •

attention to the'heed to harmonize and co-ordinate the economic develop

ment of Africa and explore the possibilities of consultation prior to

the drawing up of development plans,

12« The document submitted by the secretariat, entitled "Proposals

for the establishment, on a sub-regional basis, of inter-governmental

machinery for co-operation in West Africa "(e/cN,14/WA/ECOP/2) contained

a brief account of the various machinery for economic co-operation •

'alrie^y-ebtablished ;in Africa and outside Africa, and draft Articles

of A^socia'txoii for the establishment of a West Africari; economic" "■" ;

-coalffiu^i'ty;^: THe::-'oo;nBeneusvas that the aohieveffient 'of integrated'"^ •-1-

cono'e'rted-ecbnomift development did hot depend so much on the ©xistenoi*

of the necessary material circumstances, as on the extent to whic^ the

ooun.trias concerned were resolutely determined to embark jointly upon

acip.p^n necessary to make.it a .reality.

13*'; It wa's recognized that, the existence in the sub-region of certain

Un;t:er^State groupings, all-of-which had as their objectives the 00-.

GD^ina-tion of ;.their various development plans, was a dynamic factor

in accelerating the achievement of. economic co-operation to 'benefit

all ^the States of the
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14. .. Consequentlyj it .was unanimously decided that item 4 dealing with

that subject, should "be discussed in camera and the Articles of

tions studied paragraph "by paragraph, so that a final document eould

"be "produced for submission to and adoption "by the various. Governments,

concerned. This procedure was necessary "because some delegations had

indicated that they were not empowered, in the course of the pr©s«nt

meeting, to subscribe to a document of this nature with obvieus poli»

tical implications,

15. Following several closed meetings, a reeosmendatioa was adopted

requesting the Governments of the Member States to adapt the draft

Articles of Association (Annex VII )• . .

Item 5. Transport

16, The secretariat introduced a paper on "Aspects of Transport

Development in West Africa (document E/CN.I4/BTR/II8), which summarized

the studies so fax completed by the EGA in the field of transport.

Particular reference was made to two comprehensive studies undertaken

with the bilateral assistance of the Federal Republic of Germany and
• ■ ''■.'.

Prance, at the request of the secretariat,

17. The first of the two studies examined the problems and prospects-

of transport development in Dahomey, Ghana, the Higer, Nigeria, T«gt

and the Upper "Volta, and put forward specific proposals for expanding

maritime, rail, road, air and river transport systems in those countries,

18« It was pointed out that in that study the proposed transport pro

gramme called for the construction of 25*20,5 kilometres of laterite

and 11,548 kilometres of paved roads*. The study further recommended

the improvement of port facilities and the expansion of railways,
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especially.in Ghana and Nigeria, The' implementation of"the over-all

programme in tfye countries-which the study covered would call for

an expenditure of US|9O4,C6 .million over the period 1966 - 1980.

19* The attention of delegates was drawn to the need for co-operation

among the countries of 'the "sub-region in order to mobilise domestic

and external financing to. implement, a programme of that magnitude. The'

financial "burden was clearly, beyond the means of the countries of the

sub-region alone? and the participation of international financial

organizations? bilateral donor countries and the Special Fund were

essential, conditions for--the success of the programme. '

20, Almost all delegates emphasized the fact that the pace of develop

ment in Africa would depend on international understanding and inter

national co-operation,.■ But "Africa'needed to elaborate and define its

needsj and .thereby establish a convincing case for opening up a continent

that had for^top. long, .suffered .from inadequate' and inefficient means

of transport,, . . ._ ,

21. It" was-' -noted- that significant steps were already being taken, by ,

African"'feountri'e'b^io'iraprove' and' harmonize their transport infrastructure.

In the srield-of- axr'vtranspoj the "establishment and operation of Air , ,,

Afrique was'-illustrative of 'J^at coul.d be achieved through co-operation*- ■■:

It was hooped1 ^hat current" ne: tiations among othe:r African airlines .

would bring*about further cV peration in this field and help reduce. . .

the.number of non-viable airlineso

22o The second study; .covered the Gambia,.- Guinea? the Ivory Coastj' ■"■ ;> ;-

Liberia, Mali?; Mauritaaia, Senegal and Sierra Leone^ It. dealt with.

the future' structure of inter-State links in West Africa, and after •

providing a dearer definition of tho ways in which such links might

prove cbmpl-ementary one to anothers attempted to specify the types of

transport necessary? to' ensure that a rational.use was made of them.

Thos'e two.studies between them were important contributions to the.

necessary preparation for the improvement of transport infrastructure
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in West Africa, They could not be underestimated either from the

point of view of the expenses inourred in undertaking them, or from

the standpoint of the value of their recommendations. It was impera

tive for the countries of the sub-region to study the recommendations

and agree on arrangements for their implementation.

23. In the oourse of the discussion that followed, delegates under

lined the importance of the studies and expressed their-appreciation

for the valuable assistance rendered."by the Governments of -fche:

Federal Republic of Germany and France.. .They agreed that the-studies'

should be examined in depth by the respective Governments and detailed

comments provided to the Commission secretariat, ■ ...

24* Some delegates drew attention to epeotfift technical

conceptions in'the second report which were somewhat at variance

with'.-tfeeif own-. The technical specification for road "Surfacing >■-*-'

in .the report provided for replacement every three'years, and in

their view,this did not correspond to the five-year period applied in

many countries. The desirability of adapting surfacing materials to

the climatic conditions of the sub-region was also pointed out* Th»

equivalence of vehicles for road load regulations was also somewhat

different from the 2,5 - 3 used in several countries. The need for

using a common equivalence for the sub-region was stressed. The

estimates of construction costs appeared high, and the viability

'calculation could perhaps be modified to take into account the possibili

ties for carrying out progressive investment in road building. A mors

useful design load for roads was pointed out to be 13 tons rather than

16 tons-.

25-. Maintenance cost of any network which might be established needed

the most careful consideration. That was particularly important

because countries could not resort to external financing for maintenance

work. The building of new roads would inevitably require funds over

and above current expenditure for maintenance and repairs. The
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determination" of criteria for establishing a viable transport network

was part of the general problem of In belated development*.

26C 'Delegates also conmanted on ths reooisaie&dations of the transport

study "they''had- ^xaiairted eg far? and indicated those areas where further

studies might usefully bo undertaken* Those included rail extensions "

to hin'terload'countriecj ^tensions in the East«¥est directions a

proposal which had previously "been shelved on the grounds of non—"

profitability* It >ras alsc pointed out that improvement of inland

waterways -afl$- a.'more exhaustive usa of■ them held out ■ promising possibili

tiea*:'.wlii:6li---'s3aould Jdq -carefully'examined*' It'was recognised that new -■

trunto-!i?oa,ds.^.&^fev;-i;^geni]..^^3?e'ii^xerl? "but" tha ns-ed for imprbring existing;'

road neiaro;*ks r;.to.'la^ko-them'us&hX^ throughout the year was also stressed*.1_

2?s A road link "botwe'en -the JEforth and West African eu"fa-regions was ■ " "

considered feccroriioally jua'tifiablo^ said a suggestion was nads that ■■

studias "at-psefeent "being undertaken with the assiataaoe of tJb.9-TJHDP

should"-."be --oariKeullyexsjEinsd "by tlio interested1 countries*" In response. .

to the coun.EL©l of oau!;icn? it vas pointed out that the "building"1 of th:©"::--

trans-Siterianj: trans-^Australian ona trajiS'^O&tspiaa routes inspired

technical confidence iuid indioatod -tho economic poeBi"bilitx&s of a

Uorth and Wast Africa lin'Ic* The feo sub-^regions had oompleni<5ntary

produo'ts Which vrould. raoilio&te trade? and such a road would open up

new proepeots for oeonoinio development,, In this" connexion? the

secretariat -5.::i-l\.ca:t-^6 :.tr,■ iuJ:^;::t"'.o>-r. to ^id/:-:■•'-;;>G' ^■ddi-vaaal/s'vU&ies j ■

in con.1u:.i?-(;io" w.l^ii -_■;.., f.-;"" ;■ ■..->jlo^^cri rre£,-::'m^^.,

28tf Sev^t^l-delegates ^rrX-ny ouUinod tho o.ovolo^Grts t^it l"

had taken- plaoe^ in 'their respective countries in ths field of transport

since the. meeting held in Monrovia in 1961 -, Tt ~r<,& roco^-nised.'that

tho MonTGyia Kcot::.,;/; ^^ddo^ndd i>.o problem of t'^-ir.sTiortj and that..--

tho ^r^co;;t trSiD?po-jt rt.^diiir; h-vl Ito-vvh^ t;^ ^ol\;h L"n of -!;bosa problems

nearor, C?I*.c IC^r^-rria uso'tJr.^ hal alf. 3 vc'C.^r^ftnd-.id tbfr osta"bli:;hiaent'of

a sut'-regi'./.sl |F:ci-c^i3:'r,.3.t':.cn r.-^ohi'.:.^"7 for p7?^rvc ':n^ tho development *

of tr^ii^pOTt'nG^Vsv:1-:^.,' ' TJ.".', -,v\.-;i-.-:i ■' :; :^'b.xv.^ v :. al-.l no- fi>jr"M:*ci thaw ■ •
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merely restate the Itezovr-;:, decisions5 by establishing the proposed

inter-governmental machinery for transport co-ordination.

29i. Some developments since the Monrovia meeting were recalled. Those

included roads completed or under construction, linking Liberia with

the Ivory Coast and Sierra Leone, the new port facilities in Togo and

Dahomey, and the completion of studies in Togo to connect that country

■with its neighbours „

30. Delegates also surveyed at length the outstanding problems to "b©

resolved.in the planning of a co-ordinated sub-regional transport net

work development programme,, It was recognized that transport and indus

trialization were closely linked and that the increase of intra-African

trade depended upon the co-ordinated development of transport, The

existing structure of the sub-region's transport system split up the

West African market; and hampered industrial development-

31. With a view to harmonising effort? the meeting agreed that special

attention should.be given to the need for?

a. Standardizing road regulations and traffic signs and the

simplification of frontier formalitiesp

b. Standardisation of the technical characteristics of railways,

including gauge widths, coupling and braking systems?

c. Undertaking road research to facilitate uniform design and

construction procedures in the sub-regionf

d. Standardization of airport equipment and aircraft servicing

facilities? including landing systems3 radio systems and other

aerodrome instrumentation^

e. Organizing training facilities within a sub-regional framework

of specialities^

f. Unifying freight rates within the sub-region and arriving at

a common policy on maritime questions? including the us© of

harbours and ports9 sspecially with regard to the land-locked

countries$
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gm Long-term planning:for increased use of inland waterways- and

for co-operation in the exchange of information on hydrological

and other related dataj

h. ■ Speeding up studies and nogotiations for the establishment of

an airline consortium embracing all the countries of the sub-

region, . . .

32», The meeting welcomed the initiative of the EGA in putting forward

proposals.for the setting up pf sufej-rsgional .machinery, for transport co

ordination (document E/CST.I4/IHR/119),, and urged the immediate establishment

of a co-ordinating body. It was: recognized that through each an institutions

outstanding problems could best be .tackled, and transport development

within the sub-region achieved more rapidly. The interests of the land

locked countries in the ports of the sub-region could thus best be

served, and the coastal countries could offer mere efficient transport

acx^ss .tiieir territories. Through the co-operation machinery, .the

bes;fc form of transport linkage could be established, to every country1 s

advantage. In the case of air transport, however,, some delegates pointed

out: that a decision for airline consortia should perhaps be referred to

thej OAU. It was recalled, in this connexion,, that, ECA and OAU were

working closely on matters pertaining to co-operation among African

countries.

33V The meeting then turned its attention to defining the terms of

-reference and the composition of the, inter-governmental machinery for

transport. The suggestions put forward included the following* •

■ .a. The .machinery should be established within,-the .framework of

j sub-regional economic co-operation, arrangements■>.and its

. members should be highly-placed GoverntBent,officials, capable

of participating authoritatively in the deliberations and

decisions of the machinery.
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b. It should collate the various transport studies thus far

undertaken in the sub-region, including studies undertaken

by the river and lake "basin commissions, and recommend what

further studies it might consider necessary for the purpose of

further integration of the sub-region's transport system.

o. It should examine sources of finance for the implementation

of those projects that it recommended.

d. The machinery should co-ordinate the activities of existing

,. multinational organizations for transport co-ordination within

the sub-region, and study the-best means of correlating those

activities at the sub-regional level,

34. The representatives of France and the Federal Republic of Germany

expressed appreciation for the .thanks given to-their Governments in

connexion.with the studies submitted, which fell within the context of

aid to Africa through the Commission secretariat.- The representative of

France further pointed out that the study submitted to the.EGA was a.

preliminary one that had to be co-ordinated with those carried out by the

-Federal Republic of Germany in the eastern part of the sub-region and any

similar or complementary studies that might be undertaken in other sub-

regions. He- also stated that French experts would not decline taking

part with representatives from the States directly concerned, in a

combined examination of that particular study.

35- The representative of the United Kingdom expressed his country's

support for the objectives of the conference, and emphasized the fact

that the development of communication systems was given high priority

in the. assistance programme of his Government. He however reminded

the meeting that such assistance might imply the use of modern techniques

of construction, which being costly, might lead to drains from the pay

ment, balances of developing countries. Applied road research would

assist those countries in economising on limited resources. To that

end, he drew the attention of delegates to the assistance that could

be rendered by the road research laboratories of the United Kingdom.
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36". ' The representative of the International Road-Federation

informed' delegates "that his organization was fully prepared to give'

assistance towards facilitating co-ordinated transport development.

Specifically,, he pointed out that IEF, in co-operation with TJSAID,

oould expand training facilities at home and fellowships abroad, for

enginaers to acquire modern construction techniques and methods. .He

drew the attention of delegates to the prevalent lack of systematic

data for planning purposes, The IRF could contribute effectively

towards remedying the situation through exchange and dissemination of

relevant data, particularly through.the compilation of an annual statis-.

tioal abstract*

Item 6s Energy ... . . , , . •■■■■.'■■■■:

37* The paper-o-n ■ energy development in the countries'of the West African

sub-region (e/cf.I^Ajp/i) was' introduced by the secretariat. It was

pointed.out that' the known :energy reserves amounted to some 200 million

tons of crude oll?- 280,000 million m3 of natural gas and 420 million "

tons of coal .and lignite in Mgeria. In Senegal, reserves of natural

gas were estimated.at .66 .million tons. The hydro-electric power - -

potentials of ...the sub-region were indicated to be of the order of '

155?OOO million .MEh.-per...annum, approximately 77V5 million tons of its

equivalent ^n,:.coal. This represented -200-300 timeB more power than was

annually consumed by the sub-region todayc . ■ -:

38. ^Although the'power potentials of the sub-region were considerable,,

there.was- .evident imbalance in the distribution of resources. The co

operation of countries in energy development and utilization was noted'

to be an important step:towards the progressive economic integration,

of the sub^-region. : - . . ■

39. Furthermore, individual countries acting independently had contri- ..

buted significantly to the development of energy supply within the sub-, |.

region. Uotable achievements included the Akosombo Dam in Ghana, already

completed^ and the Kainji dam in Kigeria, under construction. ' Those
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and others to be executed in the near future were expected to increase

the installed capacity of the sub-region "by at>out 1?544 M. A number

of oil refineries had also been constructed in Senegal, Ivory Coast,

Ghana and Nigeria,

40. The. attention of-delegates was drawn to the need for further-co

operation among countries to achieve a co-ordinated energy development'

programme which would promote all-round economies,

41. Several delegates informed the conference of steps that had been

taken to improve energy supply in their respective countries. The

need for detailed surveys of energy potentials and research into new

but feasible sources of energy was underlined,, Estimates of known .

energy potentials today were tentative. Further studies and surveys

might reveal even larger reserves and new sources of energy. Co

ordinated exploitation of known reserves and the adoption of s, common

©nergy policy were required in view of the promise of significant

economies that those held in energy development and utilisation.

42. In this connexion it was pointed out that at least 230 million

cubic feet of natural gas in Nigeria were being flared as wast©, whil«

their effective utilization in the sub-region could contribute to

substantial reductions in power tariffs. Since the construction of

dams was a very expensive pro-position great care had to be taken to

undertake detailed comparative studies of all means of energy production,

to relate investment to energy output ratios? and avoid the unfortunate ■

tying up of scarce funds which would otherwise be invested in. high

yielding industrial projects. It was suggested that the ECA might

assist the countries of the sub-region with advice? and if necessary,

detailed studies to enable them to realise maximum benefits from exist

ing sources of energy and to achieve the optimum use of investment

funds*

43. It was recognized that the long-term objective of energy, develop

ment was the supply of energy at a cheap rate, This attainment of the
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objective would require sub-regional co-operation in carrying out

studies, surveys? research and financing of projects» In the short

term the countries of the sub-region should aim at the maximum use

of existing facilities. This called for multinational arrangements

for the use of such facilities.

44» The representative of the Inter-State Committee of the Senegal

River Basin indicated that the four countries which were members of

the Senegal River Basin had between them energy potentials estimated

at some 6" billion kWh. That would be exploited within the framework

of an integrated development programme designed to offer maximum economic

benefits to the member countries. Other delegates also pointed out

similar steps being taken in other areas in the sub-region. These

included the Mono River project, the liger River Basin and,the Chad

Lake Basin.

45. The meeting also considered the potentials offered by solar energy

and in particular noted the progress made by the Centre of Solar Energy

in the Uiger. Applied research into solar energy was being directed

to putting that source of energy to a wide range of uses including the

operation of small pumps? household refrigeration, water heating, and

desalination of brackish water. Delegates expressed appreciation of

and support for the'Niamey Solar Energy Centre.

46«. It was suggested that research into aeolian energy should also be

encouraged. It was observed that thermal energy from the sea might be an

"important source of energy for some tropical countries? and that investi

gations were .being undertaken in the Ivory Coast to-produce electricity

from:,that; source. ■. ■ - ■ . ■ ■ ■

47. It was recognized that activities aimed at promoting energy develop

ment were essential prerequisites for the reason that economic growth

was fundamentally linked with the availability of cheap energy. ;sup,ply.

The disparities in energy endowments.in the countries of the sub-region

and the differences in levels of economic development suggested the
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desirability of envisaging a co-operation machanism in the field of

energy. At the-same time delegates pointed out that s>o-operation in

matters of energy policy and utilization of common sourses iiad to "be

"based essentially on.principl.es guaranteeing uninterrupted service*

48, The meeting suggested the following "broad guidelines for a sub-

regional co-operation body in the field of energy development.

a* To complete'as quickly as possible inventories of known reserves

and to undertake detailed' studies of potential hydropower? oil

and gas reserves3

. . bo To investigate ways of developing, new sources of energy, particu

larly solar energy? aeolian energy and thermal energy.from the

seas

c. To determine a common energy policy and to co-ordinate enexgy

development in the sub-region, with a view to avoiding duplica

tion of effort and achieving maximum all-round economies?

d. To establish the framework of joint ownership or utilization

.of energy installations and control machinery with adequate

: international guarantees^

s. To determine pricing policies safeguarding the interests of

both user and producer countries £

"f. To promote standardisation in construction and distribution

equipments and encourage the local manufacture of such equip

ment and appliances 1

g, To work out suitable programmes of training for necessary,,.

personnel? particularly professional and medium grades.

Item 7(a)g forest industries

4% The secretariat introduced the paper on the development prospects

of the forest-based industries in West Africa, E/GHM4/lKR/lO8, and

drew attention to the problem raised by the rapid depletion of forest
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resources in the sub-region, The adoption of more rational policies

in the exploitation of timber reserves was a matter of urgent concern

which had important implications for the future development of forest-

"based industries,

50» The conservation of forest resouroee was advocated as well as the

implementation of a programme of reafforestation and the introduction

of forest policies designed to stabilize &nd increase the supply of

timber for various purposes,

51« It was suggested that the sub-region could develop a pulpwood

supply which would provide -a basis for pulp and paper manufacturing,

A wide scope existed for paper conversion and the manufacture of paper

articles* Increased production of veneer and plywood in West Africa

•ffered very favourable prospects. In this connexion the major problems'

•were indicated to be the lack of skilled labour and managerial personnel,

and tariff policies in industrialized countries which discouraged and

•ven prevented expanding veneer and plywood exports from West Afrioa.,;^ .:

52, The secretariat indicated that the proposed programme for the

development .of the forest-based industries envisaged the expansion of

the veneer and' plywood industries in West Africa by 1975r witha net

growth of exports..from US$3.5 million in 1963 to US$31.0 million in.:. ... =

1975* Such an expansion would compensate for the projected decrease ■". ■";

in log exports.. . Another area of rapid development was foreseen in:the :

production of particle board, fibre board', and woodwool board.

53* The attention of delegates was drawn to the' development policies'

outlined in the' paper, based on the use of the best quality veneer-and

sawlogs for export, the manufacture of veneer" and plywoodi5 and the

partial substitution of imported sawnwood.for domestic consumption :! ■

together with the expanded use of wood-based panels* *;

54» The delegates referred to certain aspects of the situation in'their

countries and the means being employed"to rationalize the exploitation

of forest products and, at the same time,-, preserve that item, of national .
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wealth through reafforestation. Those who touched on the fields of

eo-operation mentioned the common training of forestry personnel, the

possibility of specialization "by various countries in the development

of particular species of treesf as well as the regular exchange of ideas

in matters of forest exploitation.

55* I* w^s suggested that it would "be helpful to assemble information

on forest resources particularly on less costly species for which market

possibilities and other uses might exist, The exploitation of such

species might lessen the dangers of denudation.

56. Attention was also drawn to the need for a study on the preserva

tion of certain types of trees that existed along the rivers Senegal

and Niger among others? and which were utilized for the production of

charcoal. Those trees throve in swamps caused by floods? and therefore

ran the risk of dying out with the success of flood control measures.

Item 7(b)i Food industries

57* S'he paper entitled "Establishment of Food Processing Industries

in West Africa" document E/CN.14/nFR/l22 and Add, 1 and -gj was introduced

by the secretariat. It was noted that food consumption patterns and the

quantities consumed were expected to be one of the areas of greatest

change affecting the sub-region during the next decade. At present,

the subsistence sector was the main source of food supply, but as the

monetized sector expanded5 the eating habits of the population would

change, requiring a more varied diet.

58, The estimate of the secretariat allowed for the growth of the food

industries by 12 per cent per annum compound rate during the period

1963-1980. It was expected that by I98O the proportion of expenditure .

on food out of the total family budget would drop from the current

75 Pe3? o©nt to 40 per cent.

59* The attention of delegates was drawn to the attractive possibilities

which were offered by food industries. The food industries required

relatively little capital and few highly trained personnel and in fact
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ooul'd: "ofien'be''smarted without f6reign: help. Processing meant that

"'tii©''lood; was0 considerably enhanced in utility aV'very little added

'Cost*' -.--...-.■... -■ ■ .■ ..-..., ......

60, It^was noised that the economic benefits that could be derived

from the rapid growth of those industries would be;significant. Gross

output would be expeoted to increase from US$447 million in 1963 to

US$1,700 million in 1975 and USf3jl53 million in'' l'98'O,;

125<,0Q&: new.-Jobs, could ;b© created between ,19.63 and 1975*.

balance-of /payments,,for processed £oods for;, trade putsid.e the sub-

region would be -expected to-,change from an:.unfavourable ,US$100 million

,.r.baJLance,,in.l963 to, a favourable balance of US$5 million in 1975*

61, There was general agreement that the food-processing industries

were among the most important of all industries in West Africa. It

was indicated that as much as 60 per cent of planned industrial invests

"^©^■^eVnhe: next' ^development 'plain' might ""be- '~iw fooU'and'agucwinduBtr:

v fn^i^eria." 'TaridUs "delegates'"urged Additional studies,-'either by EGA

5' :ai:6n:e^"or::Tiy lECA in; Conjutictibn with other brgahieatiihs• J The meeting

received offers of future assistance'' 'from FAO, WSO arid tne Tropical

Kingdom and .the, Hetherlanda./i;, . ■

62. Attention "was" "drawn1 to the'problems facing" West

i"ood 'suppl^'^aiici"'consumption, ■particuiarly'tne'inadeq.uady of1 present

"'Si die^1''aii'S;Te±pehai-tuie 'of scarce

All speakers emphasi^e'cL the1 extreme importance of food-|>r6cessing -indus

tries in terms of employment, as well as their conteibution to national

welfare, ;'"./..„■■'":.■/...._*; '''1\.•/..■. ..}. ,'.::.:> J:?£^U^'i -iZ'j ^'v-;--'

63, The need.for an active programme for the elimination of cattie.

diseases j' the:selection of productive breeds, the develppment of.; trans-

pert^ and. marketing facilities for agro-industries was recogniaed.,;Abov»

all, there was the paramount need to modernize agricultural practices.

Most food industries could be started within individual States and did

not necessarilyrequire sub-regional co-operation.
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64» Several delegates described the achievements in their countries

in various, food-processing industries. In this connexion the attention

of delegates was drawn to the plans for millet processing in the Niger,

which could "be <of importance to the sub-region as a whole. It was

suggested .that'it''would'be'desirable to establish a central-body te

'M"export of tropical fruits from West Africa. '■■

£nere was general agreement on the following pointss

a. The need for improving the transportation .of live animals;

intended for slaughtering as.well as improving storage and

'. transportation; facilities .for meat and fisttg

*b. The need for devising acceptability tests "for new food products*

b. The need" for carrying out studies on'the cbntrol n'f cattle

, , ,

. d. Examination into ways of better utilization of phosphat«s in

pastures and of ground-nut cakes for cattle feeding with a view

to increasing the quantity and at the same timo improving the

.quality of dairy products,

66, The; delegates expressed warm thanks to the Dut?^ Government: '■-

£^jra.jbaviai^' provided experts to undertake the study «f small—

scale industries in West Africa and also for the offer made through th»

^representative to the meeting of further help to the West African coun

tries in their efforts to develop such industries.

Item 7(c): Chemical products and fertilizers r.. ■: „ :

67. ■ ■ £he .basis for discussion■ was ,ther document; "He;search ,©n. th.e ■ :

Industry and:Fertilisers ia'Wes.t Afrioa (,E/CH»14/IKE/1O9) submitted

$iie\secretariat, ■ Some of^:ihe .raw..material^.,. :such?.as natural
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(Nigeria) and phosphates (Senegal and Togo) were already-.being produced

and could "be immediately utilised„ Others like napktba j were, already avail

able in .certain. oountribs, artel wo-jld b<i/t^ail&bl© in still greater-quantities

when new-refinery plants came into-operation. There was no accurate

information on high content limestone such as might "be used fof the- ■

manufacture of chemical products* The extension of the Senegal' salt "

minesj.and the1 execution of the projeots envisaged in Ghana? Togo and"

Guinea, might solve the problem of salt supplies., The importation of

sulphur, "benzene? et-hylic .alcohol and coke was also envisaged, . . ;

68,>.The demand for finished products at the national level was at ■

present.inadequate? and did not justify the establishment of a heavy ;

chemical industry* Sub-regional co-operation in that field would: "be

timely?,if that type of industry were to be, established at;.the present

time. . .... ■ . ■ . . : ,-■■;.■■

69» The systematic regrouping of activities'that were technically 1[ ■■

and economically associated, might offer appreciable advantages? : :

particularly where the heavy chemical industry and 'basic chemical

products, were concernedo ... . . „.:■."

70.- The-prospects'-were favourable for fertilisers since ere^ything

pointed to-their future use on.an.increasing scale. One of the main

obstacles ta their,, intensive- use in the sub-region was ■ the absence of-.V

..any efficient fiistribution organisation^ ■ ■ ■ .•■■..,/ ■■: ■ ■'

TXt'-'- The report contained forecasts of the production of chemical products

and-ferti'liaersV and an-indication'of the capacity and specializatidn of

the factories envisaged,, !t provided a diagrammatic representation .of

a possible integrated development., The unique character; of the chemical

industry had also to be -reckoned with? in view of the continuous techno

logical innovations in that fields Through the improvement of present

techniques? and the introduction and use of cheap raw materials? it

might-be possible in some measure'to'follow world trends:'for certain

products? and design programmes to suit West African conditions0
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72. In view of the scope and importance of the study and the fact that

the English-speaking delegates had not yet received the document, it

was suggested that delegations should be given the chance of submitting

it to the competent authorities of their respective Governments, to

enable them to study it thoroughly. The Governments would be able to

review their own projects in the light of the recommendations mad© \>y

the EGA, and express their views on-the projects that could be executed °

oh a sub-regional basis,

73. With reference to document E/CN.I4/IM/II7 which examined the

prospects of cement production? it was observed that a special study

of the process for the production of cement and sulphuric acid jointly.

gypsum might be undertaken. ■ :

74« The delegates expressed their awareness of the major importance

of fertilisers and recommended that they should be used more widely

to achieve increased agricultural production, Jiocal production of - :

nitrogenous and phosphate fertilizers should give added stimulus t<*

the use of fertilisers, ■■■-... ,

Y5. Some delegates cited the results of studies undertaken in their

countries and emphasized the need to endeavour to secure the types of

fertilizers best suited to each kind of soil and cultivation,

76, It was suggested that an institute or a co-ordinating body for

the promotion of chemical industries in West Africa should be established

as a subsidiary organ of a general industry committee. The main task '

of that body would be to ensure the concerted and harmonious develop

ment of the chemical industry in West Africa, It woulds °

a. carry out studies to develop conorete projects and suggest

the best ways of implementing suoh projects?

b. co-ordinate all the projects put forward for the sub-r*gionj

o. assemble information on agreements.on financial co-operation,

legislation and tariff regulations, which could facilitate:

the concerted development of chemical industries?
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d. promote the development of processing and equipment industries

as one of the necessary conditions for the rapid growth of the

chemical industry^

■...;■ e' work out a policy for the training of professional cadres and

medium-grade personnel.

Item 7(cl)s Cement industry

77. In introducing the document on the cement industry in West Africa

(E/CN.14/BTR/177 and Add.l), the secretariat drew the attention of the

meeting to document E/CT.I4/IUR/107 on the construction industries in

West Africa and the importance of the part played by those industries

in the economy as a whole. The needs of the sub-region in-this field

were1'considerable, "but the extent to which they might be satisfied,

would depend on the rate of economic development in general. It was . .

estimated that by I98O, investments in the modern construction indus

tries sector would be US$ 3,000 million per annum. The construction

industry would therefore expand considerably and the secretariat was,

concerned with-the development of the building materials industry. A

number of studies of the building materials industry had already been

prepared.' During the last 15 years world consumption of cement in

creased by 215 per cent, which represented an annual rate of growth

of 7 per cent......That rate was 5 per cent for the whole of Africa,, but

definitely,higher:for West Africa. At the present1 time the bonsumption

per head of population in the sub-region represented one-eighth of:i

world consumption, and consumption per country in the sub-region

varied from 6 to 60 kilogrammes. In 1964 the only producing! countries

were Senegal and Nigeria. During that very year? the sub-region

imported 1,4 million tons of cement, at a cost of about TJS$ 28 million.

7& Certain obstacles had so far stood in the way of the development

of the cement industry. The dimension of many national markets did

not allow cement factories to be used to economic advantage, whereas

inadequate transport links and the lack of inter-territorial exchange
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did not encourage the setting up of large multinational factories, "it

was estimated that in 1980-demand for cement would be in excess of

12 million tons in the sub-region. The question''of the small size of

national markets and the inadequate transport links and inter-territorial

exchange would by then have become less acute, but the main problem to

face would be the lack of good quality limestone resources. The pro

posals for the building of cement factories in the sub-region were,- -.

based on the existing resources in the various countries*, Consequently*. ■

sub-regional co-operation would play a major role in -the development

of that industry. The fixed investmenta necessary to achieve the

proposed production target of 9 million tons in I98O would be of the

order of US$262 million, plus US$.50 million for the clinker factories

which might process imported clinker, That figure was high, but should

be set against the economic advantages that would accrue to the sub-

region byway of value added , employment, savings in convertible

currencyo. not to mention a reduction in building costs.

79« The delegates commented favourably on the proposals for ths .. .- '•

development of the cement industry in the sub-region. They also

stressed the importance of the cement industry, ..1;ts dependence on '

adequate transport facilities and it* dynamic role in the construction -

industry and in over-all economic developments

80, It..was-suggested that in view of limited limestone resources in

several of the ■countries of the su>*-region the'possibilities of cement

manufacture fr.om gypsum.should bo givsn raors detailed consideration. '

81. Delegates also outlined reoeat deTelppmsnts in their respective'

countries in the field of the comer.t industry, .In some countries

surveys of limestone resources had led to discoveries of greater

potentials. In others, active prospecting was in progress, ffew cement

plants had also been constructed, and studies were proceeding for addi- "

tional plants as WQli as for expanding existing units,

82* The problem of clinker supply was stressed .by delegates. All .ways ■

and moans would hava to bo explored to nafco the supply of clinker for

cement plant in the sub-region available at competitive prices. It '
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was suggested that one way of achieving that ■,.objective was-the- establish-
^ -. ■ .■ ■ ■ '■•■ &

ment of large productive units which could benefit from the 9conomies

of scale.' It was however pointed out that the development .of transport

facilities and expansion of inter-territorial trade were als.Q:,of funda

mental importance in achieving lower prices for clinker supply.

.6.3. . Delegates stressed the need for an integrated- development ; of the

cement industry in the sub-region and? in this connexion, called for

a careful elaboration of the mechanics of sub-regional co-operation.

The economic criteria should be defined in their short-and long-term

perspectives, so that the key problem of the location of factories

could be resolved to the maximum economic benefit of the countries of

the sub-region. .To.that end, there was need for detailed comparative

cost studies of alternative projects, which-would facilitate selection

of sites and prevent production at non-competitive cost.

84. It was agreed that important contributions could be made to a co

ordinated development of , the cement industry through exchange of informa-

■ tion and closer consultation in the elaboration of plans. There was

wide scope'for multinational use of limestone resources, and mutual

advantages could be secured through the co-operation of countries with

inadequate limestone resqurces and those possessing large resources.

It was also recognised that economic benefits could be:derived from

lower ^production costs as.,a result of easy-access, to other inputs that

were available in the sub-region. Delegates urged that preference should

be ^iven to sub-regional clinker 'and^other inputs,' provided prices were

competitive with prevailing world-,.prices, -■"■■ ■■ ■ ."■ ;: ->■■'■' ■'

. 85.-,:.Furthery: the meeting recognised that good prospects existed for

cement projects in -West. Africa. Definitive arrangements for 'multinational

cooperation were not considered 'a pre-requisite for'proceeding with

pro -jests which already promised to be viable. Progressive expansion

.pf;existing, plants ' could^b'e undertaken as the need: arose. ' There was

scope:for cor-operation especially in" cases where'limestone' deposits

■and other,;inputs were located across frontiers."''" ' '" !'"'
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Item 7(e)s Development of small-scale:industries

■86. The secretariat introduced document E/GRi.U/XKR/l21 on the Develop
ment of Small-scalB Industries in the West African Sub-region, Modem

.small-scale industries5 which were distinct from handicraft industries,

had been defined for the purposes of this document as units using less

, than. 100 persons..: The. industries grew with industrial advancement, and

.an attempt had -been made to identify some of the' factors likely to favour

their, growth.. Among these -were: - ' ■' '" ' ' ''

■ ■ .a,. Variety'Of demand,

b. Heavy transport costs, ... . . ■;

.. c. Inadequate availability of raw materials' in a given area of

. ■ consumption. ■ . ■ • ' ■ -:' '•-

d. The perishable nature of certain products which made local

processing very necessary* ■ ' ' ' ' ' "' 'v'

■«;• The nature of certain industries, in which the. vast number of

components required and the interchangeability ofparts made

small-scale operations economic*

f. Th& fact that some industries involved only simple' mixing

or assembling.operations. .. ...

8?v; In addition, there was- a large group of industries that" could be
developed either on,a .small or large scale. What the' secretariat had

tried to show was that.small-scale industries offered the best possible

chance of introducing the. African to industrial enterprises"and mobil- !

iaing domestic savings. From a general analysis of the present.pcsitions

it was clear that this sector was comparatively -undeveloped.--According

to-the projections given in the document,, there .would be additional

employment by I98O of 297,000 persons, output would be US$837 mindon

and the value added US$122.3 million.: That .expansion became 'all the

more important "When it was realized that it-could be achieved by Africans

themselves. The first condition for that kind, of development-was the
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. availability of finance.? .but although that was an important oonsidera-

, tion? ,it was. not "by .itself' enough to ensure successv.■-■.--In that connexion)

. the .secretariat had put forward three proposals. dealing, with; -

. ae The establishment of an Advisory Centre. • •■

bo The setting up of industrial estates» '

c0 A hire purchase system for equipment and machines.,

88, The functions of. the proposed .Advisory Centre had been set out in

document e/C2T*14/WA/;e;COP/4? as follows! , . ■ .. . -. .-s:.

ae To survey existing small-scale industries 'and explore the

.. . ■■ ■ opportunities for setting up new oneso ■. ; ;■ ... ■ "

■ -".v. bo ■■■To1 advise'governments an framing policies 'and drawing up

'■ -1 ■ programmes'for development of small-scale industries as part

■ ' of. their development plan,1 ' " :■..:■ .-.

c« To assist governments in setting up institutions to provide

the small-scale producers with capitals help them to seOure

■ :i ■■ •■supplies of■ raw materials and improve and market their produce.

d0 To advise governments on measures necessary to co-ordinat© the

. activities of large- and small-scale industries9 . .

e. To help governments to organize training for Africans in the

techniques and management of small-scale industries„

89, The Centre would a;iso provide entrepreneurs and managers-of ..small-

scale industries with assistance by giving them advice on terms and

conditions for securing investment funds? on the choice.of machines,

the setting up of factories and the solution of technical problems that

might arise, ' : ■■'

90, The importance of advisory services of this kind had beon proved

in:other parts of the world especially in some of the developing coun- .

tries in Asia. It-was therefore not surprising'that the developing

countries as well as the highly industrialised countries placed a high

priority on them<>
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91* In some countries indigenous entrepreneurs who were ready to embark

on "business activities in the sub-region were anxious to know what indus

tries-were "best suited to development,, The establishment of an Advisory

Centre 'would be particularly appropriate at this juncture. For financial

reasons it would be preferable at the outset to envisage a sub-regional

Centre, which might later provide extension and training services in

various countries,

92. The second proposal concerned the development of industrial estates

designed' to alleviate the financial burdens the entrepreneurs would

otherwise have to face in setting up individual factories? and simplify

administrative and material problems*

93* The third proposal dealt with the hire purchase system for maohinesj

which would enable the entrepreneurs to secure the necessary, equipment

"by paying down .20 per cent of its value, the remaining 80 per cent being

made available to a large extent by statutory or other, public institu

tions in the form of relatively long-term credits.

.94* In the majority of States? Development Banks might undertake

the industrial estates programmes? and the supply of machines. In only

a few countries (ivory Coast, Ghana, Nigeria and Senegal) was the establish

ment of separate small industry corporations considered opportune at

present.

95« The secretariat .noted that the retention of traditional handi

craft industries should be a matter of cultural rather than economic

policy..

96. The secretariat dreTr attention to the.following-recommendations

■in its report (E/CK.I4/1IE/121 and B/ch614/]^a/eC0P/4) 3

a« The setting up of a small-scale industries advisory ;.

centre? . ■ .

b. -The establishment of small-scale industry corporation&-.in ;

Ghana, Ivory Coast3 .Nigeria and Senegal, . ■ .. .-.
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c. In other countries,: sponsorship by the development banks

.of. the programmes for the setting up of industrial■estates ■ ,

:- and--the hire purchase of machines*

97. The proposal ■ to set up an Advisory Centre for the sub-region .

was generally accepted. The question was raised as to whether, in view

of the different local conditions in the various countries, it would

n»t "be "better to set up more than one centre. It was observed that it

would be >est to start with one sub^regiorial pilot or experimental centre,

The centre could support the national efforts and act as a clearing

house for information, and for briefing national specialists and experts. .:

made available, by UEIDP and other agencies. The Executive Secretary

*ugg*st©& that the centre would b«; started with staff from

the ECA who could call on additional expertise as necessary from other

trganizations such as the tropical products institutes. There was

general agreement that the system of supplying machines on a hire

purchase basis might be useful for the development of small industries.

It was pointed out that care should be taken to ensure that only proven

machines;were supplied* Some delegates had misgivings about the prompt

ness with which borrowers or purchasers of machines under this system

would make repayments:., : ■ :: : "■"■'

98. It was recognized that with the limited funds at the disposal of

African Governments, financial support for the industries might become

a serious problem when the expected., mnssiyo interest began to develop.

The lending;conditions of Development Banks and other financing institu

tions could1 be made more flexible to enable artisans and other persons

with very limited resources to: take full advantage of government

assistance programmes. It was further observed that some of the tax

allowances granted to larg;e-scale industries might be extended to small-

soale industries as an incentive.

99* Technical competence was important, especially in the engineering

industries. Provision had, therefore, to be made for training' technical
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personnel in-adequate, numbers* .especially a-t the,-lower levels* ■ The >■ .

representative .of UNESCO referred to .the-training schemes sponsored

by his organisation and the use -which the countries .of the ;sub-region

could make of them* It was indicated that ILO also provided many

opportunities for technical trainings

100, The. importance of developing small-scale, industries as ancillaries

to large industries .was stressed, _ Emphasis, was also placed on the"-

necessity to produce.? within': the,-sub-regiony the intermediate materialsV

required "by -.small industries•..• -. .. ' .: . ■ ■ ■■;..■ "■■: :

10I« IVwas urged that "assistance should "be given to entrepreneurs wish

ing to modernise and7 expand1 their activities., Some scope 9 how ever, '

existed for the:: espansi;6h- of handicraft industries? esp'eciaily those ' '*"

using African'motifs, ;'- ' ■ '■ ^' "■ '-' -' ''' ■■■■-.. .

102. The representative of the Special Fund (TJHDP) informed the meeting

that the.United Nations Development Programme would examine with the . ,r

interest' and sympathy requests from any State for the drawing ■ .

up of a development programme for small— or medium-scale industries.

Item 7(f)s Report- of the West African Interim Expert Committee on .

Iron and Steol

103. The Executive Secretary-of -the Interim Committee (Mr. Cyril Bright

of Liberia) informed the meeting ;4hat in response to a-decision-taken- ■

"by the. Bamako Conference on Industrial Co-ordination'-in West Africa, ; .

held in October 19.64?.-a consultative conference was held in Monrovia

in August 1965.?... to which the. ¥est African countries .were invited. The'

relevant decisions of. the Bamako Conference..were as followss ... ■■ -r-- "■•■■'.'

(La) to" accept' the necessity of setting up an iron and steel works

in the interior and consider Gouiria (Mali) as the" site~'for

■.this interior works? - . .■ ...■■:. ■ ~ - :■ ■ ■■'.■.-■.
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(b) to accept the recqnimendat.ipns of .the consultants for

...;.. choice of Lower Buchanan (Liberia) as the most favourable

.coastal site in West Africa for. an iron and steel works.

104."The Monrovia Consultative Conference adopted a resolution for the

setting-up of a committee'-of experts to look further into the'matter,-

The meetingheld in Abidjan in October 1965 led to another meeting i*r

Ap-ril 1966- when a number of statements were made.by various countries

on their plans.,for.; development of iron, and steel. : The ^general view

was-that, as far as possible^ funds for financing the scheme, if approved,

,shou3,4.be,provided from West African sources. Divergent opinions wers

expressed on the principle of setting up an Iron and;§te©l Authority,

some delegates holding,the,view that this should await the outcome of

the present Hiamey meeting, others being of the opinion that the

establishment of such a body was essential. The' first of these tw«

vieie prevailed, and a decision was taken to place a progress report

before the Hiamey meeting On economic co-operation in West Africa.

105* After the .presentation of, the report, and a brief exchange of yi*ws,

ij,was agreed t&a.t the meeting, shoulds. ; .... - ; , :

a. take note of the reports

ti endorse: the general; principles on the establishment of indus

tries set out in section 8 of the: report* (see Annex X)5

o. recommend the establishment of a body on iron and steel whieh

would be a sub-committee of the committee on industry envisaged

within the inter-governmental machinery for economic co-operation

■' dn-the sub-region, ' .■■■'■'■'■'■"■ . "- '■ ' ■ ■ "■.- "■■ ■■" : ■' ■■. '-: -

106. The representative of the UBDF informed the meeting of the ;

interest which the Special Fund had in the development of an integrated

Iron and Steel complex in West Africa comprising a principal.production

or units with rolling mills in several countries. The Special Fynd was

already sponsoring further studies of the Liberian project and was looleuig

forward to the emergence of an agreed sub-regional Iron and Steel develop

ment programme*
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Item 8s Compendium'Of. investment opportunities . *

107. "'The1 secretariat introduced" document E/cn^/btr/I^I, "Industrial

Development in'"West Africas An Integrated Analysis", It suggested that

member States should study, thisi'vsummary report covering almost the, ■ :

entire economy; of West Africa, along with the' individual industry: ;■ <..

s&iidies closely and retain ther material for.-future reference. Th9 *.:.:

secretariat .emphasi^ed^. the advantage :of building upon what had already

>een achieved,- rather, than: embarking upon studies, ab initiog eaoh :•

v.tim^-^the establishment:of particular industries ;was considered;: ,-! .--.; :

108. delegates expressed their appreciation for this single" summary ';

dbcument (E/C&.14/ljfe/l4l) and indicated t&at it'would be submitted

for thorough review by the appropriate government bodies. ;

109. The technique and rationale of the paper were first explained,

andthen some, of the conclusions and pre-conditions for attaining

objectives described, . The attention of delegates was drawn to

the very ambitious nature of the industrialization effort contemplated

for¥est Afrlcaj ana the need for considerable effort by theIfesi; *

Africans themselves, even if very large amounts of foreign assis'tane'*!

became available. > .-■■..

delegates .elaborated on those, points .by emphasizing

need f-6r a-better, understanding of the real internal problems>

political and economic, which would have to be overcome before

West Africa oould achieve a substantial degree of economic advance—

111. It was pointed out that the representation at-:-the meeting could

not permit decisions with serious political implications to be taken,

, It was suggested that the member States should study the proposals" of

the meeting and undertake bilateral or even multilateral conversation!!

which would prepare the ground for the Ministerial Meeting envisaged

, in. connexion with the setting up of a West African inter-governmentaX

machinery.
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112* The delegates recommended that the proposed Interim Council of

Ministers, should in"elude'an Industry Committee, It was suggested

that the final version of'the document E/CF.I4/IHR/14I should take

account of any .comments received from.member States, and should place

a special emphasis on the following; .. - . . •■ ■. -

a* The amount and phasing of investments suggested for each

country and for each industry*

' manpower, and training requirements for eaoli. country and

for eaoh industry*
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EECOMMMDATION,. I

Articles of Association tor .the Establishment ..;,-, ..,- .

■ of a ffest African Economic Community,,.

on- Egonomitf Co-operation In West- Africa:'

resolutions of the Economic "Commission for'Africa

r^ working,,na-i>t_i,e.s .sn* 142(*H> on; economio Integration, ':

Bearing in mind resolution E of'the'Assembly'of"Heads of State '

and GoTern^aen^^qKfced In-May .1.963 > ^and rSsolu*ion-C.raeK5{if-of tie
Organization of African Unity, ...-ir .;-:u-.c / - ■ ■ -.?*:

Savin£L^EE£esBed its interest in document B/CKT-14/WA/ECOP/2 prepared

by the secretariat on the establishment of inter-governmental machinery,

for economic co-operation in West Africa, on a sub-regional basis,

Having examined the draft Articles of Association for the esta

blishment of a West African economic community3

Reoofinizing the need for close economic co-operation, on the one

hand, between the States of the sub-region, and, on the other, between

these States and those of other sub-regions individually or pollecti-

vely, as the essential condition for rapid and harmonious development,

1. Recommends that the governments of the sub-region approve the draft

Articles of Association (annexed), for the establishment of a West African
economic community5

2. Hecommends that the governments communicate their approval or

suggestions for amendment to the Executive Secretary of the Economic

Commission for Africa not later than 15 January 1967,

3. Bequests the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for

Africa to convene, within six months from the date of the present re

commendation, accredited ministers or plenipotentiaries, for the final

adoption and signing of the Articles of Association and the holding of

the first session of the Interim Council of Ministers,
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4* Requests the Executive Secretary, of the Economic Commission for

Africa W p.l^ce;. at-tns disposal of the Interim .Council of Ministers

the necessary technical services, in order to facilitate the achieve-*

ment of its objectives efficiently*

RECOMMMDATIOU 2

Establishment of a Permanent Transport Committee

The Sub-regional Meeting on Economic Co-operation in West Africa.

Having examined -with interest documents E/CH.I4/INR/118 and 119'

by;, the.- -secretariat ,...■... .

Bearing -in mind1 the. Commission's' resolutions "1O3(VI) on interna

tional routess 128 (VII) in respect of the Working Party on'Transport ";

and Telecommunications and 14j(VIl) relating to transport,

Considering the relevant resolutions of the Organization of African

Unity'and the fourth congress of African and Malagasy railway workers

held in Addis Ababa in November 1965, numbered ,«•««

Saving noted with interest the recent studies entitled Study of

Interstate "Links in West Africa and Studies of the Main .Road.and.

Railway1 pinks in 'the ¥est African sub-region? commissioned at the

request■'of the ECA secretariat by France and the Federal Republic of

Germany^

1 • %Conveys"'its thanks to all the government of the developed countries

which Ranted aid 'to Africa in the field of transport, especially the

government's of France and the Federal Republic of Germany,

2# Recognizes the ne^ed for more intensive multinational co-nperation

in the field of transport, upon which the economic development of the

sub-regibn largely depends, . ■

3.« Recommends the establishment of a Permanent Transport Committee-
■ ■ -. " , ■I'" ■ '■ ■ ■ ■ . .

] ' I, ■ " ■ f - *-.-..■— ■.- , ■ ' ■■' ... L , ^

witnin 'the framework of the organization for sub^-regional economic if

co-operatioh0
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The Permanent Transport Committee Kb^JL'ccnsist of

plenipotentiaries of the various Member States*

It will comprise the following sub-committees:

— Air Transport

— Maritime Transport

— Railway Transport

.—- .Read •{Transport . ■

— Hiyer and Lake Transport*.

The sub-committee will normally consist of the technical repre

sentatives .of the national administrations responsible for the type

of transport under consideration. ■ .

Terms of Reference

a. To study the reports and recommendations of the various transport

missions organised by the ECA in West Africa;

In* To study and ascertain possibilities for financing programmes for

instituting new transport systems, improving and connecting the

various networlds it may propose and recommend additional studies ■

it may deem necessary in order to achieve a more complete inte

gration of the transport systems in the sub-region,

c» To follow up the activities of the existing inter-governmental

and in other sub-regions in order to ensure that these activities

are co-urdinated to the besi; advantage*

d. To examine and reccmnend studies and research, f«r the improvement

of conditions governing the establishment, use and maintenance of

transport aysterns*

e. To study the possibilities of stsndardiaaticn of transport equipment

in order to determine a technical basis for further integration of..

sub-regional transport services and to encourage the local manufacture

of such equip-■ ■■."■v-
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■.f .;:■ ^d-;"studyHhe;'iec-bni:c>al-arid .economic-.-possibilities, /fot making the .

maximum use and co-ordinating all the existing means of transport

.. in . ;tne sub^re £,±.on • . •. ■.; ■ ' ■ " ' ,■.

,.gi ■,- '.".To ■■.determine-,the '.available means for. training.and providing t&*-: y-'■ ■

■■ -.J;,.fr;esh;1gr ■..-courts j-a-t.-. all levels, -fqrvstaf.f .engaged .in^maritime.^.-.railw

'\.-': iyo-tfj: V$$Af. .-.air-j 'river and lake transport? as "well 'as the possi

bilities of exchange of exp-erienee between technicians of different

cpiihtri-es. ■ . .. ■ ■ - ■] „,, *• .

to make7.ay.ai:lab,l^,-t.o.vtli©;-C;eijciiitt5;.1i.tee:

of the- secretarial to enaDle:it t^ achieve-its

■"■■..'.■' RSCOMMDA^IOK. 3 . ■. ... . .....,-

Establishment of an Energy Committee

The Sttfrrffegional Meeting pn■.Economic C<^-operation in West Africa,

examined the documents" submitted by ttersecretariat,

'- PAPER Ko.|: 'dealing' with the development "'of

.countries..of the' West!;African .sub—regipn?.:-..... n.;:-,-.' '.

Bearing in- mind! the r"&Gommehdation.s ;of the ■ African-^ meeting;1 on: else—

,-the.-resolutions■'of the ■ Economic ■ Commission■ for■ Africa

98(VI.'l .on;i}^e....ecohomic development of Africa,; 113(Vl) . pn..the:-vtse":of solar

energy., i.i1.25(VJl) on training,. .1.|€(7X,l).,.on.. the.".working., group,-industry . .

and

... Consci-QuB ofe ithe dynamic role of energy-in; -the development -of %1

the w^e^'^'ssortprBj of the ecflngmy of the countries in the sut>—reborn,

and t^tei. ^e^i^for^mult^iiat^onal ..co-pperati.pn^.f.or pros-pelpting,..e^p.Xjii;ing

and usin^vsuch1 en^rgy^/ ,. ■' .. ;;. '..,-,[ .,..,■"■...-.,.,-.- ;... X .-...'. , ■■ '....■■'.'■.■.'■'■;.•- V.- •

"'-■ ^.Otihgi-fuiiher- ■"the.;--; extent and .distribution «f energy resources ■

Africa, • ' ■':..[':,..■ .: - "-. .,-
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U Recommends the setting up, within-the inter-governmental organiza- ;

tion fur_ sub-regional,.economic; co-oper'ation, .of an: energy, committee;;, ,,

with the following terms of ..referenc.©* ,. ... ,-

a. To-define an integrated development policy for energy In-the^West ;
African sub-region, • ■ '

view to moire'-*&&&-_

wary.. ^wgy.resouTe^^. the. "sub-region^

development* ■ ^ ■ ", .<-■,' ^:^.-^-; . ■•,- .■■:"./;■ r:-;

o. To examine and propose a legal framework guaranteeing all interests

;,.;,f,or,;a,ultin.ational: -c.o-operation- in. .the production' and 'exch'ange;:-;pf • •■

Mm$-&^& t-her.mic energy,.., .the supply.-of solid," liquid or .g&s'eous

fuels, and. the.carrying out of other works of common interest^^<^-->'

d. In view of the vast capital to be .invested, the quantities of energy

to be produced and the size of the'markets necessary for selling-

the production

^S ^ .for ,

,. .-SUJP,ly and us;e of.,the energy resources in.,the sub-region.^ .,;

-.-To.- recommend priorities-for..studies and prospecting as. well" as'*"-

:. for the achievement of works of-nnaltinatronal .interest, taking.'

: ^/account of needs and possibilities.

■ ■" ..^o-.explore.jmarkets outside the sub-region with a.viewto the I <•?.*■

... -,v -possible^.exportation of .energy* ,.-..- .-; - - ■ ■ ..■ ■■ ■':.■ ■ :\ T

©• With a' view^to/facxlita'tihg excha^'ge's between :tie countries 'of 'the '

sub-re^.on and promoting supplies from countries ou1:side"'the;Vsub^ '"

^-pos.^ methods

in^prder. ^0 ^c-ou^ge.-the.,-l;oc%L-^Qtkiction 6f- equipment'

of o

To determine the available means for training and-:providing're-

fresher .pourses,.at. all, l^pls;: >and. iin :a

operation..and main-ten^,;W; -of .felectrical'.
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2* Regu.es.ts the Executive Secretary of the Economic, -Commission for

Africa to supply the Committee with all the available documentation in

the field of energy,- and ma&e^ available to-it..;th,e technleal services

of the secretariat, to facilitate its task and enable it to achieve

its objectives in the most favourable circumstances* "' ;"

■*■■>' ■ ■ ■ • '■ RESOLUTION i ■■ :' ' ; -■■- \.Z:."/.'..

Resolution of Thanks

to -■■-■- - - -.-:?.

•■*■■-■■ ■-'■'■ His Excellency Mr. Samanz"' i

' ■■■■' ■ ' ■' " President of the Repubiio1 ofv-fche

The sub-regional meeting on economic co-operation In. West Africa,

Anxious to express its gratitude to His Excellency Mr. Hamani Biori,

the people and the Government of the Higer/for their'warm hospitality

and the facilities generously placed at the disposal of the delegates

and observers attending the Meeting on Economic Co-operation in West

Africa^

l*r Sincerely thanks His Excellency Mr, Hamani. Diori for "hTs" opening

speech, whose jdgfc level of thought set the general tone for the delibera-

tions of the conference, . ' ~' ' '

2, Expresses its sincere thanks and profound gratitude to the people

and the Government of the Niger for their generous hospitality and the

great enthusiasm which characterized the conference.
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RESOLUTION 2

'Congratulations to the officers'of the mewting and the

secretariat of the Economic Commission for Africa

The Sub^refficnaX meeting on Economic 80-operation' in" West Africa

Conscious of the responsibility "borne "by the Chairman and the

officers of the meeting in respect of the work entailed;

Hoting "with satisfaction the results obtained through the compe

tence, devotion and diligence with which the officers of the meeting

discharged their duties,

Considering the effort displayed "by the secretariat of the Economic

Commission for Africa in placing at the disposal of the meeting working

documents of great value which duly contributed to the positive results

obtained, " /" ■-•■..

1. Expresses its hearty congratulations to the Chairman and officers

of the meeting for the successful conclusion of their deliberations,

which mark a significant step forward on the road to' greater econ<vni#

co—operation between the States comprising the sub—region.

2« Expresses Its sincere congratulations to the Executive Secretary, the

consultants and all the members of the secretariat of the Economic

Commission for Africa for their devotion and valuable contribution to

the success of the meeting,

.. . -■■ RESOLUTION 3 ■ ■ ■

Co—operation in the use of hydro—electric resources

(sponsored by Dahomey, Ghana and Togo)

The Sub~re&lonal Meeting on Co-operation in West Africa,

Bearing. In'fllna the information snpplied "by the secretariat of the

Economic Commission for Africa on the possibilities of immediate co

operation between Dahomey, Ghana and Togo, on the basis of hydro

electric energy available in Ghana and its existing electrical installa

tions,
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Bearing in mind the fact that such co-ope:ration may also "be extended

to other countries in the sub—region,

Conscious of the need for such co-operation and its beneficent effects

on the economic development of the States in the sub-region,

Convinced that such co-operation -will not militate against the con

tinuance of the studies and eventual achievement of projects connected

with the development programmes, especially the integrated development

of the Mono basin,

Reaffirming the determination of the member States to do everything

in their power to ensure efficient co-operation between them regarding

their rights and interests,

1. Undertakes to inform without delay the Governments of the countries

in the sub-region of these possibilities in order to enable them to take

steps to study as soon as possible the conditions of such co-operation,

2* Beq,uestg the co-operation of the Executive Secretary of the Economic

Commission for Africa, in studying the technical, economic and legal

conditions for such co-operation and the international guarantees required.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS . ...

QMEEES

DAHOMEY

GHA3TA

HOST COAST

H, M. Detien-Honvo (Head/Chef de delegation)
Directeur de cabinet) Ministere travaux publics

transports s postes et telecommunications?

President du Conseil d!administration du port

autonome du Cotonou.

M, Louie Darboux

, Ing^nieur statisticien'-econoBiiste

Gh&vge de mission au Haut—Commissariat au ..Plan'

M. E. L. .Paraiso . /
Chef de la Division des etudes kydrauliques

et des .ressouroes ©nergetiqu.es

Mr,;Kow ilkensen.Arkaah. (Head/Chef de delegation)
Principal Secretary

State Enterprises Secretariat

Kir.. Edward Richard- Kwabena Dwemoh

Director of Civil Aviation

Department of Civil, Aviation

Mr. Emmanuel Adjiman Mensah

Operations Engineer .

Volta River Authority

Kr. John S. Ofosu-Benefor

Economics Officer . . . ■ ■ . ■

Ministry of Economic-Affairs

Mr, Kwasi ¥iafe—Anaipr.

Principal Industrial Promotion Officer

Ministry.of.Industries

M.- L.A. Aduko (Head/Chef de delegation)
Directeur des affaires politicoes

]&• , Tacouba Bambara

Ingenieur agrononie ■

M. Abou Doumbia

Direoteur des assurances
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IVORT COAST (Contfd)

■LIBEfilA

MALI

MURITAITA

HIGER

M. Bertrand Fau

Charge de mission . . ' ■ ■

MinistSre du Plan

M. Antoine Kissi .

Conseiller technique au Ministere du Plan

M., Thierry

.Ingenieur, Ministere du Plan

M. Gaoussou Toure '

Chef, Region foresti§re sud

Ministere de I1agriculture

Dr. Cyril Bright (Head)

Under Secretary for Planning

Department of- Planning and Economic Affairs

Mr- Prince Brown

Director, Bureau of Industrial Development

Department of Commerce. . . ..,

Mr. J.C. Johnson - -.

Mining Engineer

Bureau of Natural Resources and Surveys

S.E. M.SO ft'Diaye (Head/Chef de delegation)
Secretaire d'Btat a l'energie et aux industries

M. A. Kounta ■ . ■

Chef de la Division de la planification

generale au Ministdre d*Etat charge du Plan

M. Fall Papa Daouda

Directeur de lrelevage

S.E. M. Barkire Alidoii (Head/Chef de delegation)
Ministere des affaires 6oonomiqu.esj de

llindustrie et du commerce

M. Ali Diaroumeye-(Deputy/Chef adjoint de: '■ ■':
delegation) ■ ' ■

Conseiller technique

M, Alfidja Abdourahaman

Service d1etudes et programmes

Commissariat general au developpement
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3SF1GER (Cont!'d) . -.- M. -Tidjani Aliou

.■ ■'Directeur "de Pinterieur

IJireateui*: .provisoire des affaires politiques,
eocnomnues' et cultarolles

Ministers des Affaires etrangeres

Ms rboune "Amadou

0,F. adjoint

Minist.are-'des finances

1-1, Moussa Hako

Chef de" la Division des travaux publics

Mo"Bernard Bazafcas . ■

Gons3lllo2---taohniqi.;,e

Ministere des travaux publics

&.- OucRane 3en Mamadou

Services dretudes et programmes

CoicnixBsariat general au developpement

M, H, Sriot ■ '

Directiaur des mines et de la geologie

Mo: ■ BoI.Id.o BoiilisJicar

Si^ectau-r de IEoffice des postes et tele-

cciEiajjjaications ■

M; Aiiia^lcu Bcukar

Finances oxterieures

M4 Adji- Boukax'i

Sexvicos d1etudes et programmes

CoHiinaxeariDt general au developpement

M. R.B. Eouyceou

"Dlrocteur dectravaux publics et de lturbanisme

Tl.. Gopti

■SlrsctftUT adjoint des affaires economiques

M. 0= Biallo

Direcceui!? adjoint des mines

M, Mc Fiiret

Directear dee transports
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HIGER (Cont'd) M. Benbello Harouna

Directeur de 1'elevage

Mi. Pierre Huret

Conseiller technique

Ministere des affaires economiques

M. Manzo Djibo

Office des postes et telecommunications

M# Goukoye Karimou

Commissaire general au developpeinent

M. DJibo Mailafia

Eaiix et fdre'ts

M. Gabriel Mayaki

Direoteur genie rural

M. Oumarou Moussa

Directeur, Service des

BDEF

M. Ibrahim Oumarou

Ministere de l'agrioulture

M. Jean Poisson

Directeur des affaires eoonomiquee

M< Segui

Services d!etudes et programmes

Commissariat general au developpement

M. S. Soumana

Directeur des douanes

M. Adamou Souna

Directeur de I1agriculture

M. Louis Yattara

Directeur du commerce

M. Oumarou Issoufou

Agent de liaison avea la CEA
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Mr, P.O. Asiodu (Head) ,
Permanent Secretary-

Federal Ministry.of Industries

Mr. R.O. Ajayi,,

Chief Traffic and Commercial Manager
ligerian Ports Authority .

Mr, E»0. Martins

Assistant Secretary (Principal Grade)
Federal Ministry of Economic Development

Alhaji' A. Eufai .-■•■

Charge d1Affaires^

Embassy of Mgeria" ' .

Kiame.y ' ■ "' ' ...'.'

Mr, S.O. Sodipo

Deputy Secretary ' .

Ministry of Transport

M. K'Dao ¥!Dene (Head/Chef de delegation)
Conseiller technique, MCIA

Direction de lTindustrie

M. IT'Diaye

Chef de division

Ministere des Affaires etrangeres

M. Gartner (Head/Chef de delegation)
Ingenieur

M. Atsu

Directeur adjoint des services agriooles

M-" Honlcpo'. ' ...-.■...

Administrateur civil au Plan

M. Roger Tall (Head/Chef de delegation) ■ ■ ■
Directeur des industries animales

M. Waliok .'Ouedraogo":'"

Chef de 1'arrondissement et des travaux publics

M. Laxare Sore.

Directeur du commerce
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OBSERVERS (MEMBER' STATES)

AKJERIA

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC

Mr* Monamed Zerrouk ■

Charge des affaires economiyuus

Ambassade d'Algerie en C&te-d1Ivoire

Mr. Mahmoud Hassan Elfalaky

Director of African Affairs Department

Ministry of Economy

ASSOCIATE MSMBERS

FRMCS

KBTGDOM

OBSERVERS

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

M. Bar!be .

Ghef du Bureau des etudes generales

Secretariat d'Etat & la cooperation

M. R. C^saire

Secretaire des Affaires etrangeres

Itinistere des Affaires etrangeres

M. Robert Galdin ■ ■-■ ■

Sous-^-directeur charge des etudes generales

Secretariat d'Etat auz Affaires etrangeres

charge de la cooperation

M. Giri

Charge de mission au Secretariat d'Etat a

la coop&ration

S.E. M. Albert Treca

Ambassadeur extraordinaire et plenipotentiaire

Niamey

Mr. Gordon A. Bridger

Senior Economic Adviser

M, Franz. H# Filli ■

Delegation commerciale d'Autriohe
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BX HIS EXCELLENCY MR. HAMABI DIORI

PRESIDENT OF TEE REPUBLIC OF THE ¥IGEH

Tour Exoellencies,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

May I be permitted, in opening this conference today under the

auspices of the United Fations Economic Commission for Africa* to convey

to you, in the first place, a -word of welcome from the Niger.

This important meeting which you are attending today as part of

the work of' the present session, "bears witness to the sustained interest

engendered by it, and augurs well for its success.

Fourteen African States were affected when in February l°.62j Niamey

was chosen as the headquarters of the West African sub-regional office

of the^ Economic Commission for Africa* ;

The importance of this decision and its repercussions on our -various.

e#onomies have escaped none of us.

By establishing this body, the United Nations Organization gave

evidence of its determination to place at our disposal an excellent

instrument for w6rk, research and co-ordination, an instrument which

"by itn flexibility would enable us either to strike out upon bold paths

in economic regrouping or embark upon the study of proposals that might

be put to us.

Since we subscribed whole-heartedly to the principles expressed

in the Charter of African Unity3 it was for us (none other) to institute

the first groupings that would advance our interests.

tfe all. accepted the need for regrouping, and realized with the help

of experience that this could only be achieved after carefully thought-

out stages*

From the standpoint of economy, which is of prime importance as

far as we are concerned, we enjoy, among other blessings, the beneficent

interest of the United Nations Organization,
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But the question we may well ask is whether, in these oircumstanoes,

our practice has squared with our profession.

To this, question, I should say, without disguise, that what we have

so far achieved is clearly inadequate.

It is true, of course, that attempts at coming together in definite

fields and pooling our resources, have not only taken shape "but have

also begun to bear fruit.

If we confine ourselves to the territorial dimensions of our sub-

region and refer only to the more spectacular achievements, none of

you can fail to recognise the advantages derived "by the participating

countries, for instance, from the operation of our joint organizations

for the control of fowl pest and the serious endemic diseases.

Similarly, the States bordering on the Senegal river, the Chad "basin

and the Niger- river, with a view to discussing common problems and trying

to find harmonious solutions, have set up important Commissions to oo—

ordinate development plans and assist the development of the regions

under consideration.

At a still higher level, the institution known as the Council of .

Understanding (Conseil de 1'Entente), whose aims and objectives need

no definition today, may be regarded as the most enduring and tangible -

proof given by African States imbued with a genuine and sincere' desire

to get together. Within this framework, the singular endeavour to. find

a formula that will translate the idea of standing shoulder to shoulder

in mutual support, has recently "been reflected in the establishment

of a Solidarity Fund, the object of which is to guarantee the necessary

loans for the development" of the Member States of the Council.

Finally, when I allude to the existence of a Customs Union? a

Central Bank of the West African States and an African Groundnuts

Council, I think I have menitoned the most tangible of our common achieve-

menta? though as yet imperfect.
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But as I said a while ago, all this is still clearly inadequate.

Fe can, and must, do better, I have no intention to give you here in

detail the results of my own thinking on the matter. . ,,^-v

Nevertheless f while leaving you free to examine them, I thinjc it

is necessary.to indicate a few lines along which your work may proceed,

which, if carried to' a successful conclusion, would spell nothing but

success for our sub-region.

Within the territorial limits of this sub-region are to be found

coastal areas and countries described as hinterland countries, because

they have no access to the sea. Eheir substantial differences in climate

explain their different types of production, which we cannot but regard

as complementary.

For instance, if the coastal areas abound in wood and fruit, while

these things are lacking in the hinterland countries, the latter by way

of compensation are better provided when it oomes to livestock*.

. In such'oases, logic bids us supply the needs that are. lacking from

the surpluses that appear elsewhere, and vice versa,

Mien applied to our sub-region, this obviously means - organizing

our internal markets rationally,

. Unfortunately our economies are woefully lacking in this type' of

organization, and there is urgent need to give thought to the solution

of this1problem*

Another matter which may also profitably engage your attention

during the course of your deliberations is the export of animals on the

hoof.

Indeed, livestock farming is one of the chief resources of a number

of our countries, such as Hali, the Upper Volta, the Kiger and Senegal,

to. mention only a few, . ■

The livestock farmers in these countries are constantly faced with

problems connected with the export of animals on the hoof. The methods
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used by their forbears several decades ago, which were-perhaps adequate

to the needs of their day and age, are practised wholesale even today,

although the export problem has now :;or;,".:l:ol' ■'■.rr-'-T^iong that cannot be

compared with what went before* - -.....■.

The long stretches of country the animals have to cover on the

hoof on the way to the markets in the south (and these stretches are

not provided as. a rule with corridors for trailing the. beasts are often

without watering points, and lack stocks of fodder at given points) raise

a number of.problems that must be solved if the animals are to be offered

for sale in fine shape and good fettle- ■

Those of us who belong to a predominantly pastoral country would

therefore be well advised to work.out .joint reforms, so far as this

problem is concerned. ...■■■

'Iher-e is another problem which currently faces our sub-region, and

Is in fact common to all the developing countries. It.requires very

careful studyo I refer to the stabilisation of prices, in the interests

of the producer3

All of us have had to resort to foreign aid to meet our expenses

in connexion with equipment and investment, in one way or another*

Ke do indeed assess,, at its true value, the competition we have

to face,.for instance, in developing our infrastructure, but we should

not for this reason lose sight of the fact that the stabilization of

the basic prices offered to our producers, though less spectacular, is

actually of greater advantage to our economies as a whole-

The tenuous nature of our economies is no secret. Ihey are much

too sensitive to price fluctuations which are due to reasons beyond

our control,, If these prices were to drop, even for the briefest while,

we should find it difficult to stage a comeback. Hie country affected

would need to have 'a variety of substantially comparable products to

try to meet the situation. If it lacked these, the state-of its economy

would "be nothing short of agonizing*
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. And so, I see this as a choice sector "which should give an, opportunity

to the technicians.attending this session to compare, their theories* and

put forward solutions to parry the blows levelled at our economies, if.

basic prices cannot be guaranteed to producers. . .

;Similarly, our countries would derive nothing but advantage from

a joint solution of our problems in the matter of the development of

transport., bringing our telecommunications systems nearer perfection;

using solar energy, training cadres and improving our agricultural pro

duction by means of scientific research* ;'

It might even be desirable to establish an inter—miniBierial

committee consisting of representatives from each of the States in the

sub-region. OSiis committee might be entrusted specifically with the

task of studying our joint problems with a view to submitting proposals

for approval by the Economic Commission for Africa, through the medium

of bur sub-regional office.

These are a few of the lines, I. think, along whioh your thoughts

snoiild run during your present deliberations. All the ideas suggested

obviously aim at co-ordination of effort and strengthening co-operation,

whether the object in view rests on existing foundations, or is concerned

with institutions still to be set up*

A short while ago, I pointed out that we had to resort to foreign

aid, in the fields of equipment and investment.

In ihie connexion, I must draw your attention to the fact that,

whatever form such aid assumes, whether bilateral .or multilateral^ it

will probably tend to diminish in the future.

I have two reasons for saying so,

The first is this. The 25 or 30 well-favoured States which from

the rostrum of the United Kations Organisation give financial assistant

to over 90 developing States, do not appear to be inclined to increase

their rate of assistance, whereas the number of States needing help is

constantly on the increase, as new States are; ushered into independence.
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The French delegate made a -vain effort when he suggested to his

colleagues .:at the Conference on Trade and Development, that they should

earmark one per oe'nt -of their country's budgetj in the interests of what

are known as the developing countries or'the Ihird Worldt

■This means that we shall have to he content with aid which, since

its volume will always remain in proportion to the driblets given by

the donors~, cannot for.that very, reason attain the desired level. '

The second reason' that may bring about a reduction in the financial

help given us is in my view connected with the results we show*

Confronted with an increasing number of requests, it is only logical

to suppose that the lenders will pick and choose, and make it a rule

of priority to grant aid which is already limited, only to those of us

who can show good management of our affairs, pool'our resources suc

cessfully ? and give proof of our declared determination to pull ourselves

out of the morass of under—development*,

I" cannot therefore encourage you'too strongly to pursue your efforts

in every field that bids fair to lead to a union of interests, and at

the same'time ensure 'the vindication of our needs.

The more we act rationally and in concert, the more we shall be

in a position to strengthen our positions? create greater esteem and

see" our efforts crowned with success.

In conclusion? I sincerely, trust that by our activities we shall

bring into the bright light of reality the resolutions of brotherhood

and unity we H&Ve arrays proclaimed.
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. RIECIPHVS 8ECKSTARX ■

ECONOMIC COMISSIOF FOR i

aiis meeting is the fourth in the series of formal meetings convened

by the secretariat in implementation of resolution 142 (Til) adopted

at the Commission's Fairobi Session calling for the setting up of an

institutional framework for economic" co-operation towards accelerating ■

progress* CPhe previous three meetings were respectively held' in Lusaka,

in November 1965 for the Sast African sub-region, in Brazzaville in •-

May 1966 for the Central African sub-region and in Tangiers in June I966

for the ITorth African sub-region* ' ■ ' ■

The need for economic co-operation on KuHi^ational. sub-regional.

and. regional bases in order to accelerate the economic and social develop

ment of..the African countries is-hardly a s'ev idea^ it has been reoognised

in a few associations and institutions, of .various kinds already' established

on the continent; .instances are the East African Common Marke't?, the

Interstate Committee' for the Development of the River Basins of the

JFiger and Senegal and of lake Chad, the Customs and Economic Union for

Central Africa^ the Inter-Ministerial Committee of the Maghreb., the

Institute for Economic Development, and Planning in Dakary the .African . ■

Development'Bank in Abidjan 3 etc ■ -. ' ■ , ' ' :

Ihe: secretariat have therefore endeavoured to discover -ways .and

means of ;■ "building on these already existing groupings and enlarging. their

framework to cover more of the countries in the geographical region,

so that institutional machinery could be set up for viewing the national

development plans of the countries of.the sub—region in the context of

the fuller and more efficient use of the: known natural and human resources

for the economic and social development of the sub—regions as a whole.

In this sense, the earlier meetings held in Lusaka, Brazzaville and

Tangiers ■unanimously agreed on the principle of joint or concerted ■ .,_

action in the respective sub-regions? tending towards economic
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integration. As part of the basic documentation for this meeting, there

is before you draft Articles and Terms of Association for ¥est African

Eoonomic Co-operation (e/c1T*14/^/EC0p/2) . Other documentation presented

for your consideration deals with the possibilities of co-operation on

a sub-regional basis in the fields of industry? energy, and transport.

Industrial development in West Africa, as in East and Central Afrioa9

has been limited largely to the traditional areas of meeting the basic

needs of the peopless namely, food? clothing, shelter and household

goods. Approximately two-thirds of the workers engaged in the manufactur

ing industries have been employed in this area. As a rule, the firms

in this area are small size — they employ less than.10 persons each —

and though a number of countries in the region have taken measures to

encourage new designs for products from these small industries, and

promote co-operative buying and selling of materials and products

respectively, the firms themselves are too small for adaptation to modern

methods of production. Indeed, in some of them, e*g,, the craft indus

tries, there is little soope for the machine to replace the skilled

worker. A significant expansion in this area can hardly be foreseen1

in the immediate future.

A second area of industry which could be regarded as the small—

soale industry sector consists of firms which employ a small capital

in relation to large—scale and a relatively large number of persons

in relation to capital outlay. The average so employed is 30 in eaoh

enterprise. It accounts for 80 per cent of all enterprises and about

30 per cent of all workers.in organized industry. It is managed and

financed largely by Africans, and if governments of the sub-region

take energetic action, it oan expand many-fold in- the next decade—and-a-

half j oreat.e opportunities for employment for some hundred thousand

Africans and open up avenues for the investment of hundreds of millions

of African savings. This development would, of course, require the

recruitment and. training of workers and small entrepreneurs and the1 "" ;

mobilisation of savings on a very large scale, : . ■ ■ ...■
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third area comprises medium- and large-scale firms.'- It covers

the basia industries., .Within it, the bulk of the output is provided"

by firms. employing..,aO.O or more, persons. -It is. estimated that by 198O

this sector.could employ some 500,000 persons,, have a capital invested:

of some. $3,000 millipn;and contribute, about 75 per cent to"the total ' -

"value ad^e.a»of organized industry. Because of the scale and complexity"'

of oration, the industries in this sector will require for quite some"—

ti^>a?,b? ^o^eed by foreigners and financed mainly by foreign invest

ment. However, it is no,t too early even now to start thinking in terras

of training Africans in management and encouraging. African investors .

to participate actively in expanding industries in this sector. . The

■secretaViat has attempted to disseminate information on the possibilities

and ih& techniques of developing, small-scale industries through technical

assistance missions organized under i.ts auspices, .Oh© means and measures

for1 developing them are almost all within the purview of. national govern

ments themselves. There are two documents before this meeting,, one ■■

(E/CI.I4/IHR/12I) which reviews the scope for development of small-scale

industries in the sub-region, and a second (E/Cff.l4/WA/l!C0P/4) outlining

a plan for the establishment of an Advisory Centre,

As regards the medium- and small-sca.le industries, some 30 pre- ■ -

feasibility studies have already be.en carried out by the, secretariat. ,,.;

Based.on these studies, a compendium of investment opportunities is . -

•being compiled for the use of governments and as background material

for "the International Symposium on Industrial Development scheduled-for., .

196?, Furthermore, as a step towards the. nest stage of feasibility , ■■ ,

studies and actual implementation of projects, the secretariat has made .

plans, to convene in Addis ATbaba, in November 1966, a meeting of industrial

ists and.financiers from the developed countries so as to encourage them

to establish direct contacts with the countries of the African region.

For some of the medium- and large-scale industries, the national , ■

markets might be wide enough for economic operation.. ; .Others will, require.' ■

ffiultihatioml markets, as for example, the iron and .steel industry

Maitiratioaaa markets will, moreover," widen the scope for specialisa

tion and inter-African trade. Industrial units situated in one country
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of the sub-region will be able to obtain raw materials and intermediate

goods at less cost from neighbouring countries within the region than

from overseas countries, 'provided adequate transportation facilities'

already exist or can be developed. Again,.industries and factories '

in different countries of.the'sub-region can specialize in the manufac

ture of particular goods or even in particular processes. Ehis'will

enhance their own efficiency and also redound to the advantage of other

countries of the sub-region. A variety of other, though indirect, benefits

are also likely to flow from.their co-ordinated development.

In the field of energy development, the sub-region is rich in water

power; the co-ordinated development of the river basins in the sub-region

is essential to the realization of the potentialities in respect of power..

Furthermore, the known carbon deposits of the sub-region amount to. 200

million tons of crude oil in Figeria, 350 billion cubic metres of natural

gas in Nigeria and Senegal, and 350 million tons of coal and 75 million

tons of lignite, while its hydro-electric potential is equivalent to

155 "billion Kwh a year. These are more than two to three hundred times

the actual consumption of power in the sub-region today.

Some countries, acting by themselves, have been able to complete,

or bring up to an advanced stage of completion, several important pro

jects, viz., the Akosombo Lam and Power Station (capacity 512,000 Kwh),

the installations at Ayame (capacity 50,000 Kwh) and those in Liberia

and at the Kainji Dam in Nigeria (capacities 102,000 Kwh and 880,000 Kwh,

respectively). Oil refineries have been established at M'Bao in Senegal,

Vridi in the Ivory Coast, Fema in Ghana and Alesa-Eleme in Nigeria.

There are other, if less spectacular, achievements in the sub-region.

It is essential that all these projects should form parts of the multi

national plan of development.

In the field of transport, two important studies of the requirements

of the sub-region- to the year I98O have been carried out by teams of, :. ■

experts generously provided by the German Federal Republic and the French,

governments. 03ie report of the German team covers Mgeria, Dahomey3
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pp-er- Volta^andJIiger, while the French-team have dealt

with Ivory Coast, Mali, Liberia, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Gambia, Senegal

and Mauritania, Between them the t"wo reports cover the whole sub-

region and contain recommendations and cost estimates for the develop

ment of the transport system for the sub-region, including sea ports,

airports, inland waterways, roads and railways. 0?he recommendations

are framed not only to meet the developmental needs of the,countries

concerned but also to strengthen or create links between them.

It is now necessary to establish machinery (perhaps a group of experts

representing governments in the proposed inter-governmental institutions),

to enable the governments of the sub-region to work out a realistic trans-

port development p^an and to concei-t measures for seeking finance for

it» implementation, Ihe countriesr plans have to be co-ordinated much

more than has been done up to now, and joint efforts mad© to improve

aaad •onstruot through-routes across national boundaries.

She r.eport of a shipping consultant engaged by the ECA in pursuance

tf resolution 101 (Jl) of.the Sixth Session of.the Commission, which . .

has already been circulated to the governments of the sub-region, contains,

inter alia, recommendations for enhancing the efficiency of tfest: African

ports and reducing their working costs. A seminar on ports, harbours ..

and shipping is, planned for I967: for the purpose, of formulating practical

recommendations, for the development of African ports, harbours and national

shipping services. ,

I have, up to now, dealt with major areas for co-ordinated action

aaong the? countries of this sub-region with a view to creating multi

national markets for large-scale industries. ■

The realization of the full potentialities depends mainly on the

willingness of Member Governments to think and ooncert plans for develop

ment beyond national boundaries - on a multinational, sub-regional and,

tven on a continental basis. For instance, the suooess of some of the

medium- and large-soale industries such as heavy chemicals, iron and

tteel, electronic and electrical equipments requires markets wider than
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the national and sub-regional. If the demand for semi-skilled and skilled

labour and of managerial personnel such industries will inevitably generate

is to be met, African countries must take steps even now to assess the

manpower needs, and readjust the curricula of educational and vocational

institutions to meet the needs. National legislation needs to be devised

to promote not only increased participation by African entrepreneurs

in the enlargement of existing industries, and in the establishment of

new industries, but also to attract the investment of foreign capital.

Measures to improve existing communications facilities and install new

feeder roads between- the interior and the centres of industry have to

be taken. The secretariat stands:ready to assist and advise Member

Governments in each of these fields of endeavour within the resources

available to it; as the economic development of the individual countries

and of the sub-region proceeds, and the network of communications faci— *

lities is improved and expanded, the continent would become the ap

propriate market for the products of African industry. * '

■ The work of"EGA is, in fact? a kind of facilitative or indicative

planning'in an effort to bring alternative programme and options to the *

notice of Member States. There is no obligation whatsoever for any

Member State to acoept or-follow the suggestions of the secretariat*

Qfoose who see some advantage in participating in the implementation of

the decisions of the Commission and its subsidiary bodies are absolutely '

free to do so, This is why it has been suggested in the articles of *■

association that even majority decisions are to be regarded as of limited ■

application-. The secretariat hopes, however, that the countries of eaoh

sub-region will decide freely and voluntarily to undertake concerned

development projects to improve the conditions of living of their

nationals-
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BY ME- GRATIS PQGKJJ,

ASSISEAJGTT ADMINISTRATIVE SECKETART GEESRAL

ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN

Mr, President, and Delegates,

In an Afrioa where congresses are followed by conferences,, and

seminars "by talks, it has "become customary to dub every meeting as

important or imbued with a special significance. While not necessarily

wishing to pay sacrifice to such a ritual, I must say that I regard

the conference which begins here today as one which can Cleave, its mark

on the destiny not only of the people who inhabit a particular portion

of Africa, but indeed on the destiny of everyone throughout the length

and breadth of our continent.

Certainly the economic and social development of a number of States

taken together is nothing new in Africa; for some years now, .multi

national co-operation has become one of the subjects for research and

experiment, that has engaged the attention of African leaders more than

any others The first few years after independence in most of the African

States have been years when several theories were tried out to bring

independent States closer together, with a view to tackling jointly and

more effectively the manifold needs of newfound sovereignty. For many

of the African governments the foremost need was to preserve'the concrete

patterns of co-operation that existed during the oolonial era,--while

at the same time adapting them to the new requirements of independence.

Until the establishment of the Organisation of African Unity, with

the exception of two important rallies, which history refers to as the

Monrovia and Casablanca groups, based almost exclusively upon the

political affinities of governments, the various attempts at regrouping

tended in the main to-achieve a joint, coherent, economic and social

development programme, embracing a number of States. Thus, it was not

surprising that at that time multi-national co-operation proved easier

among States that had similar administrative structures, a similar cul

ture and educational system, and belonged to the same monetary zone.
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In the complex skein of evolutionary change which was to lead to

the birth of the Organization.of African Unity, the part played by these

factors inherited from ths recent past could not be ignored, As common

denominators5 they certainly helped many leaders3 and many peoples not

only to learn what was meant by the apprenticeship of independence^ but

what was in--:.ied :.:: •£.:■-. iu:^.:,:.,-;ely more difficult - apprenticeship of inter

dependence. It is true i^t all the. attempts at multi-national'regroup

ing then tried out did not ieoo;rd convincing successes, when compared

with the former colonial patterns of co-operation they .were meant largely

to re-edit on new foundations., Nevertheless> each of these endeavours

was actually the factor that led many leaders after independence to

appreciate with great conviction the need to co-operate with other African

States in order to hasten the process of economic independence..

Such.is the contribution made by this type of grouping to the

Organization of African Unity. Indeed, one is tempted, at first sight3

to wonder why in spite of ths fact that this framework for co-operation

exists on a continental scales these earlier attempts at integrated

development have persisted, and indeed, as specific research went on,

like the research undertaken by the Organization of ifrican Unity, found

a new breath? a nor vitality which is now reflected-in the accelerated

process of harmonization and co-ordination between the various aspects

of .the economic,, social end. cultural development of the States concerned,

The Assembly of Heads of State asd Government that brought the Organiza

tion of African Unity into being,-itself seemed to have accepted the

unavoidable necessity of regional co-operation as a stage on the road

to continental integration* In point of fact, in its resolution on

economic co-operation, we come across words that show that that Assembly

was conscious "of the need to pool the resources offered by river basins

and strive after any enterprise designed to stimulate economic growth

and the expansion of trade, both regionally and inter-regionally", The

Council of Ministers of the Organisation of African Unitys after its

first session in August 1963P invited the ifrican States "which desired

to set up regional groupings or sub-groupings to conform to the follow

ing standardss geographical realities and economic, social and cultural
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activities of specific interest to the States concerned"* All this implied

that the Organisation of African Unity was conscious of the special ef- :

ficacy of co-operation among neighbouring Staters in the difficult struggle

against under-development. It was a clear recognition of the new prospects

opened up by the regional groupings that then existed* so far -as the

States affected were concerned. But it was also the reflection of a

desire .to act ±n such a way that the advantages enjoyed by all the.States

in a given region, should prepare the way for inter-regional co-operation,

embracing the countries of Africa as a whole. The systematic continuance

of the types, of, groupings that ..existed before the -inception of the Organiza

tion of African Unity would imply the perpetuation in a given geographical

area of varying pockets of importance completely cut off from.the general ■-.

stream of .co-operation upon which the other States,had embarked. For

instance, the fact that.the^Democratic Republic of the Congo does not .

belong to a Central African Common Market,- cer-fcainly weakens :tke .economic .

development of the Congo, but such a state of affairs could not be allowed

to continue., without .substantially attenuating the .benefits to.be derived

from the. existence of a .Common Market, so far as the-other States in-,

the region are concerned. ...... ■ . ■

■ And so, the problem which now arises-is to choose between one or

other of two alternative solutions,' neither of which holds out any hope

of immediate- economic gain. Ihe first1is comparatively easy and consists

in making profitable'use of genuine Similarities that exist, even though '

they are legacies from a past era dead and gone, in order to give a new

boost to,co-operation. The second solution presents the obvious problem

in that definite .difficulties, .though of recent date, have to be.over-

come .to Jjuiia.an economic community which will develop a sufficiently .

large geographical area in which there will be no enolave.s opposed to

the general., run. of the stream, .... , . . ■

It .was./.undoubtedly a great mark' of credit to the responsible : leaders

of Africa within' the. Economic Commission for Africa as in' the Organization ■

of African Unity, that they were prepared to tackle these difficulties,' '
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I say this because3 compared with the experiments I have just mentioned,

the attempts at co-ordinated development envisaged by the EGA as. part

of its policy of sub—regional co-operation or those made, by the govern

ments in a geographical area like Lake Chad, seem to be infinitely more

complex and difficult* . ■ :

As we have already seen in other cases it was merely a question ■ '

of co-ordinating plans within similar structures, preparing and putting

into effect joint projects which would result in greater sucoe.ss for

the policy of economic growth as far as the countries involved were con

cerned. And here, .the first need is to harmonize, if not reduce all

the'structures to a uniform pattern, in order to give the "experiment

of integration a chance of success, by providing it with a coherent

framework in whioh to operate. The search for points of similarity between

various types of customs legislation, financial, social, labour legisla

tion, or between methods of administration, accounting, statistics and

the economic projection of the various sohools of thought that are at"-

present in vogue in Africa, is in this respect a necessary prerequisite

which hb'lds up the concept and execution of joint projects and, therefore,

is likely to discourage many people with good intentions. To undertake,

in spite of this handicap, the many stages which- this-necessary .harmoniza

tion implies, and do so with the firm determination of arriving as quickly

as possible at the active stage of economic co-operation, requires hard

research in which the determination to;act quickly is matched by objective •

knowledge of what is possible.,

¥efarenow beginning to realize what is possible, and that is the

greatest^ contribution the ECA has made to the recent development of

our continent, Regional or continental co-operation would indeed remain

a vague, general idea, filling a place among the necessary ideals, if

the ECA had not, with courage and competence, decided to demonstrate

to eaoh and every one the fact that such co-operation is technically .

possible* Seminars, talks, working groups,from the ECA, actually, made

it possible for persons in positions of responsibility trained in dif

ferent sohools, to appreciate the fact that they have points of similarity,
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and similar "tendencies which provide solid foundations for their metnods ■ ■

of development0

The studies of the executive secretariat of the EGA on natural and

human.resources, agricultural and industrial development sectors, the

rationalization of trade between neighbouring countries, or on extending- :

transport and communication infrastructures, have shown that in each'

of the regioris in Africa as in the continent as a whole,: there are solid."

foundations, and encouraging prospects for any effort at economic integra

tion. _03ie- statistical work of the ECA, its economic projections in dif-■"'

ferent development sectors, its multi-national projects are so many factors

which at present convince the international financial institutions as

well as other institutions, that it is a paying concern to invest in

African.development and thus increase the potential of foreign assist^

ance to .Africa, . ■ . .". . ■ =,■,

In shorty the work accomplished1 by the EGA has defined the field " ''"""

of the possible in objective terms, and this'leads to regional co-operation

as a stage .towards continental integration. Already in East Africa/ "" : "'"

"Central-.Africa and 'Hbrth -Africa, the work of WecA has made it possible

to setup: a framework for co-operation among the countries of these '

regions, and I am convinced that here, in Kest Africa, similar structures

will spring up like a vast field lying open to this type of permanent

negotiation which alone can translate in concrete terms the general will ■

to 00—operate*

If these.potentialities are to become realities some day to the

advantage of the peoples, concerned, each of them must be animated by ' ::

the political,determination to face the myriad problems which come between'"'

facts and fancy. :.!Ehis- determination raises the problem of what conces-' ' "■

sions each government is prepared to make for the oommon good. Is each " '

of the countries concerned determined really to lay a wager on.the

advantages of a policy of economic growth conceived on the scale of a

vaster market transcending differences of choice or political, commitment'

or merely differences that stem from a colonial past? -Is each country
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sincerely determined,-so far as its own national policy is concerned,

to correct certain tendencies to autarchy which, economically,, are the

effects of micro-nationalism? Are all the governments committed to

any form of multi-national co-operation in.Africa convinced that they

must go "beyond the relatively easy stage of the type of regrouping that.

isolates some neighbours in a given region^ just "because through coloniza

tion or as a result of recent developments in Africa they have not "been

able to share with them the same monetary systemj the same administra

tive structures, the same language or the same educational system? Are

we all ready when the ten days of this meeting are over, to pursue the

often difficult research to which we are urged by the prospects revealed '

in the work of,the ECA, in other words, are we really committed without

prejudice to our right to resort to bilateral assistance, and use to

the full the resources available to the BCA because they are the best

way of intensifying its effectiveness and increasing the volume of

international aid which it is capable of directing towards Africa?

Finally, are we determined to use our political organization, the

Organization of African Unity,, to reduce the effects of the inevitable ;

political frictions that interfere with the smooth running of political

co—operation?

Mr, President, when mention is made of political frictions, one's

thoughts turn first to the rivalries between African governments based

on differences of political options or frontier problems.

In this connexion, the OAU has already definite experience and

nothing is easier, provided everyone wishes itP than to act in such a

way that this becomes, as far as the OAU is concerned, a systematic

objective destined to guarantee the oontinuance of economic and social

co-operation which is so necessary,,

And because there are also rivalries among groups of States, tied

up among other considerations, with the discriminations which are imposed

by any economic grouping on those who do not belong to it, would it not

be wise to' set about making it increasingly the concern of the OAU to

interest itself with problems arising from the activities of groups of

States as well as from their relations one with another?
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Snob a policy would, have the advantage, among other.things, of giv

ing everyone the opportunity of learning from the specific experience

of others and would make it possible for all to embark together upon

negotiations and concessions which would correct the. tendencies to .

regional balkanization and lay, in the not-too-distant future, the solid

foundations of continental integration.

It is possible that today the role of the OAU in the prooess of

aooelerating the economic integration proposed by the Charter, looks,

after all, pretty thin*

The plain truth is that if the OAU is to be effective in the

economio field, which is so vital for its progress in other sectors,

it will have to share to a great extent in the experiments in co

ordinated economic development carried out within groups of States, because

the OAU is in fact only a frame, and as such, can be enriched only by

what each one or each group puts into it by way of experience. It will

derive strength and competence only from the confidence that each of

the governments places in it. If we regard -%he OAU as anything other

than a frame, if we look upon it as an instrument for providing a magic

solution to the multitudinous problems which faced the African leaders

in May 196"5> we shall in 1966 stumble upon discouragement after dis

couragement and perhaps even encourage disavowal.

Mr. President, on the eve of the thiJCd Conference of African Heads

of State and Government, I thought it would be useful to make these few

observations* Actually, the presence of the General Secretariat of the

OAU at a meeting like this which has just begun would be meaningless

if we were not absolutely convinced that the experiment whioh we are

about to embark upon here is vital for Africa, and also that the OAU

can contribute to its success. Because economic under—development

implies a^sense of impatience, we must leave no stone unturned to reach

our common goals without delay. Because economic under-development

oannot afford to waste its energy and resources, I thought it important

to make these few reflections here, Ihey are intended to contribute
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•to the success of all.the efforts made hy the Government, the people

■and the President of the Republic of the Nigel- to make possible"-this

meeting today which'the peoples of West Africa and the African continent

as a whole hope will contribute to a "better world, ■• - - '
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STAESMTT BY ME. S. EPBIAYE

REPKSSEOTATIVE OF MALI

President,

Executive Secretary of the EGA,

Distinguished Delegates,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of all the delegates here present, I should like first

of all to thank you, Mr. President, for being so good as to tear your

self away from your many duties to do us the honour of formally presid

ing over the opening of this conference*

X should also like to thank you, Mr, President, and through you

the Government of the sister Republic of the Niger, for the very warm

and fraternal welcome given to all the delegations,

Mr, President, the conference which you have just opened is of

very great significance to us. Indeed, in Africa at the present time,

questions of economic development, the harmonization of development

plans, economic co-operation, and the integration of our eoonomies, are

engaging the utmost attention of all Africans in the most responsible

positions, precisely because they have set themselves a common objective^

namely, African unity- And we believe that these inter-African meetings

in the course of which we can enter upon discuussions and exchange views

on our economic problems can be a stage on the road to the discovery

of that unity*

Tour exalted presence here today, Mr. President, bears testimony

to ua of the fact that you and your Government are really determined

to do everything to aohieve this oommon objective*

On behalf of all the delegations here present, I should like,

Mr. President, to thank you most sincerely and form a wish for the

complete success of this conference.
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DRAFT ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION

FOR A POSSIBLE ,

ECONOMIC COMMUNITY OF WEST AFRICA

The Signatories to these Articles of Association hereby confirm

their Governments' desire to establish the Economic Community of West

Africa and undertake to negotiate a Treaty by -which the Community shall

formally come into being, and to seek ratification of this Treaty by

the Member States,. . . . ■.

Pending ratification of the Treaty by the Member States, the

Signatories being duly constituted as the Interim Council of Ministers do

hereby accept on behalf of their Governments the Articles of Association

as hereunder described.

These Articles of Association shall constitute a transitional;

agreement governing the means of co-operation between the Member States -

prior tO:-fche.;;-f03?mal establishment of the. Community,

ARTICLE I .-:,..:

AIMS OF THS COMMUNITY

1» The aims., of the Community shall b,e s. . ; ...

(a) to promote, through the economic co-operation of its

Member States a co-ordinated development of their

economiesj. especially in industry, agriculture,

transport and communications, trade and payments,

manpower and natural resources^

(b) to further the maximum possible interchange of goods

and services between its Member States and,, to this

,; end, -fco eliminate progressively customs and other

barriers to the expansion of trade between them as

: well as restrictions on current payment transactions

- and on capital movements? ,
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(c) to contribute to the orderly expansion of trade between

the Member States and the rest of the world and, iso

this end, take measures which render their products relatively-

competitive with goods imported from outside the Commu

nity, and to seek to obtain more favourable conditions, for

their products in the world market3 and

(d) by all these efforts and endeavours to make a full

contribution to the economic development of the continent

of Africa as a whole.

.... . ARTICLE 2

GENERAL UNDERTAKINGS

2, In order to achieve the aims of the Community, the Member

States shall s

(a) within the Community and without, work in close oo-opera-

tion with one another and oo-ordinate and harmonize their

economic policies3

(b) keep each other informed and furnish the Community with the

information required for the achievement of its aims?

(o) within the Community? consult together on a continuous

basis, carry out studies and, in their light, determine

the areas and lines of economic development to be undertaken

in common;

(d) endeavour to formulate and adopt common policies, and

negotiate and conclude Agreements between themselves or

through the medium of the Community, designed to serve the

achievement of its aims? including the common development of

specific branches of industry and agriculture, the joint

operation of specific transport and communications services,

the development and use in common of sources of energy, joint

research, training of manpower and the joint implementation of
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all other projects designed to promote the objectives of the

Community, as well as of common trade and payments arrangementss

■. . ;and ■ . . .-■ ■. ■ ■ .

(e) ensure, within the Community and without, that the common

"■""■ policies that have "been adopted and the Agreements that have

"been concluded for the achievement of the aims of the Community

are carried out.

3. Member States shall take all steps required for the implementation

of the decisions and Recommendations of the Community, duly adopted,, and

ratified, and for the provision of Budgetary and other resources for their

implementation.

ARTICLE 3. '

CO-OPERATIOH BBTVBM MEMBER STATES AID WITH OTHER BODIES

4. No provision of the Articles of Association shall "be deemed as

preventing individual Member States from taking, within the Community or

without, common measures of economic co-cperation-without the agreement

of other -Member, States provided that such measures do not prejudice the

aims of the .Community.. , ■ .

5. Member "States which belong to or join other systems of economic

co-operation shall inform the Community of their membership f.rid of those

provisions in their constituent instruments that have a bearing oh these

Articles of Association. '■

.. .. . ARTICLE 4 : ■

STRUCTURE

6» The Community when established shall have, as its principal ■

organs, a Council of Ministers, an Economic Committee and a Secretariat,

the composition, powers, functions and procedures of which shall be

described in the Treaty. • The Community may also establish subsidiary organs

and other bodies as may be required and provided for in the Treaty.
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ARTICLE 5

. • . . DECISIONS £$$ EECOMMMDATIOSFS

7* Pending the ratification of the Treaty which shall make provision

inter alia with respect to Decisions, Resolutions, Recommendations and

Voting Rules, the Interim Council hereby agrees that its decisions, resolu

tions, and recommendations adopted shall, apply between the Member States

who vote for them. Decisions made at any meeting of the Interim Council

at which some Member States are. not present shall be referred to absent

Member States for their assent, such assent to be signified to the

secretariat of the Interim Council, in writing within three months of such

referral.

8. Decisions, resolutions and recommends'ions of,the Interim Council

may be inoperative if their application requires the participation of a

dissenting Member State or States,

■ ■ .ARTICLE 6 ■

INTERIM COUNCIL 0? MINISTERS ~'COMPOSITION,. POWERS AND. PROCEDURES

9. Membership of the Interim Council of Ministers of the Economic

Community of West Africa shall bo opsn to all such Members of the

United Nations Economic Commission- for Africa as fall within the area

known-as the West African sub-region, comprising Dahomey, Gambia, Ghana,"-

Guinea, the Ivory.Coast,. Liberia, Mali,-Mauritania, the Niger, Nigeria, ■■

Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo, and the Upper Voltan ;

10. The Interim Council may establish such liaison as it deems

appropriate with inter-governmental organizations operating in the sub-

region, such as the African Development Bank and the Lake and River Basin

Development Organizations;, whose activities are in 11-.3 with the-;

objeotives of the Community. - .

11• The Interim Council may invite to its meetings representatives of"

other African sub-regions and of any non-African donor countries in a

consultative capacity., in its consideration of matters in which suoh
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sub-regional representatives and those of technically advanced countries

may be of particular- assistance to the West African sub-region.

12. A quorum for the meetings of the Interim Council shall "be a simple

majority of the Member States,,

13. The Interim Council shall determine those areas of economic develop

ment to be undertaken in common by Member States, the manner and degree

of such development and the time required therefor.

14» The Interim Gouncil shall have power to establish an Interim Economic

Committee and its subsidiary bodies,

15- The Interim Council shall have as its principal task, the drafting

of the Treaty governing the Economic Community of West Africa, the

submission of the Treaty to Member States and the initiation of action

as may be deemed necessary and appropriate to facilitate the ratification

of the Treatyo

16, These Articles of Association shall come into force when a simple

majority of the Member States of the sub-region signify their acceptance

by signing this instrument.

Iff WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Members of the Interim Council,

duly empowered, have appended their signatures to these Articles of

Association.

Done in the City of^ '

this day of nineteen

hundred and sixty
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THE HOLE OF- SHALL-SCALE .INDUSTRIES IN AFRICAN SCOHOLHES

: ' For reasons ■with which you are familiar, African countries

are anxious rapidly to enlarge the industrial sector of their economies.

But rapid industrialization based on modern technology requires large

quantities of capital as well as enterprise and technical skill of a

*. high .order. Unfortunately, these are in short supply in most 'Africa*,

countries, and though the deficiency can "be made up, in part, by

importing them from abroad, the price to be paid is very high. Does

the small-scale industrial establishment with, its relatively smaller

need, for capital per unit of output, and its reliance on enterprise a»d

skill of a lower order -offer a way out of this difficulty. ? Ao-id if so,

Hj.:vwhat a-^s the., areas in which it can be used ? ■ :

' ' There was a 'stage in the1 histories of developed countries in

-Vhich the small-scale industrial firm predominated. Then as their

income and Iwealijh increased and science and technology developed, it

began t« give place to the;large-scale firm, Tt still persists, .and .

is significant in terms .of number, but it occupies a subordinate .'

position in the economic hierarchy\ it. is, certainly, not in the vanguard

of industrial progress.

There are economists who suggest that African countries which

are in the first "stages of: industrial development shoold follow the

historical precedent of developed countries* They should, to sfart

with, concentrate on small—scale industries, but as their peoples amass

capital"and acquire"skill, they should change over to large-scale

industrial production.

Meanwhile, such goods as small-scale industries cannot produoe,

or produce only at exorbitant cost, should be imported from abroad i*

exchange for exports of agricultural products,
r .' ■ "

There is a core of common sense in this thesis. But it :

ignores two important facts of economic history. At the, time when
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developed countries relied on small-scale industries, large-scale

production, "based upon modern technology, had not evolved. The

countries were not, in consequence, faced with the problem of choosing

between industrial units of widely different sizes. The situation is

different for African countries today? they have to make the choice at

the threshold of their industrial career* . ...

• ■ The considerations I have stated are important in the fornr*lation

of the general policy of industrial development for African countries*

But they, are too broad to be of use in deciding whether in a particular

industry, the large or the small-scale firm should be encouraged. To

reduce the area of.choice we may, first, indicate the fields in whioK

. labour -intensive small-so£j.e prod-action has besix put out of court by

modern technology. These include cotton and rayon spinning, metal working,

heavy engineering, heavy chemicals, chemical fertilizers, oil, cement,

eleotric power, etc. To this list one may also add long-distanoe txausport.

.But outside these fields there is a wide area ix which large aatd

small-scale firms can exist Side by side? they actually do so "in most

developed"* countries* In the economy of Japan, for example, the small

industrialist plays a significant role. The reasons for this co

existence are s .First, most manufacturing is, in effect, only an

aggregation, on a. large scale, of small units, and while large units may

"be somewhat more efficient, much of. the most efficient equipment is

mechanically capable of being used in small firms. Secondly, in the trades

in which .the demand for the product is varied and changing, the small-

soale firms, may even be superior to the large-scale!, they-can more

easily adapt their operations to the needs of the-market. Thirdly.,.,

manufacturing is made up of a variety of processes, some of which are nftt

characterized by economies of scale. It is possible to select these and

organize them into separate small-scale industrial units. This process

has been carried furthest in Japan, and in the watoh-making industry in

Switzerland. In the former, in industries like textiles and ceramics,

the large capitalistic' establishment was closely tied in with a number

of smaller and less mechanized, enterprises.
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. African economise. ».■•,*!« very ^perfectly integrated;

they consist of, .ore or less, isolated areas of development with

limited local markets. 'Small-scale labour-intensive firmware admirably

suxted to cater to the needs of such markets for the simpler consumer goods

as well as for producers' goods for whioh the cost of transport is heavy.

Again, some local products have to be proceeded on the spot before they

are fit to stand long distance transport. It would not make sense to

do the procsssing on a large scale at any one centre. Secondly, African

entrepreneurs in West Africa, have had little opportunity to participate

in large-scale operations, tat they have proved their ability to run small-'

scale firms successfully, and most countries already possess.more than

the nucleus of entrepreneurial supply needed for setting up and running

small-scale fi*as. Finally, in the absence of organized capital

- markets, the small savings of the people in most African countries,

are either hoarded or used in making consumer loans. Small-scale

industries scattered over the country can draw upon these savings and put
them to effective use.

I would, before I close, like to state briefly, some of the

broad measures which African governments: must take to promote the growth

of small-scaie industries. In the first place, where the large-and the '

saall-scale firms compete, it is necessary to equalize, as far as possible,

the conditions under which they operate. In the open capital market, the

snail-scale 'firm is invariably handicapped,by the relatively:higher price

it has to- pay for' its supply of capital. This handicap, can: be removed

or reduced by the creation of public funds to be loaned to the small

entrepreneur on reasonable terms. The only danger — and it is a

serious- one, — is that excessive red-tape may make the prospective

borrower toe shy to seek public assistance. Referring:to small-soale '

engineering firms engaged, in 1956, in sub-contracting'work in and

around the city of Bombay, India, George Essen ^r "Although there was

among :this group a general knowledge of government programmes" to aid

small,industry, only one of the men interviewed said that his firm had
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applied for state government aid. for expansion > , . . either the

expectation of long delays in receiving financial aid Or the dislike of

revealing secrets to the government . . . . outweighed the-advantage of

possible financial aid , , .» (industrial Change in India by George Rosen,
P.188.)

Secondly, iK some countries, governments provide "investment

allowances" to pioneer firms. As these allowances are linked to the

amount of investment, they tend to favour the large-scale capital-

intensive firm as against the small-scale labour-intensive concern. This

fiscal concession has to. be examined carefully and limited only to

industries where, the technique employed by the large firm has a decided

superiority over that in use in small firms.

Thirdly, the small-scale firm producing for the same market as his

large-scale competitor is, relatively speaking, at a disadvantage in

respect of the purchase of raw'materials, intermediate goods .and machinery

and the disposal of his fiaal products. If the total supply of the former,

whether produced at home or imported from abroad, is inadequate, the large

firm may easily outbid the small and^make it difficult for the latter to

operate at full capacity. In a situation of this kind, the government

has to intervene and limit the share of the total supply available to

large firms, ■

Fourthly, some operations carried out by small-scale firms could

be carried out more efficiently if they are concentrated, in central

■workshops. These can be set up by the government, and fitted with

superior equipment for use by small-soale firms, ,. ....

Fifthly, though entrepreneurial competence can be acquired only

in the hard way, i.e., through actual experience of management, government

institutions can provide technical training and some education in cost

accounting, book-keeping, etc., .to the prospective small-scale entre

preneurs. They can also help them with information.on changes in the

general conditions of the markets .for their raw materials and products,

and enable them to adapt their processes and designs to new circumstances.
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. * ■■'■■ Finally,, the governments of some countries have provided or

extended the market for the-products of small-scale' firms "by offering to

buy their products;- 'for- use "by administrative departments and public

institutions, ■ -■:.-■■■"■■•■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■

There are, finally, two further aspects of small—scale production

which I should like to emphasize.* First, the type of industrial goods

produced in a country, and hence the technique employed, are influenced

to a significant degree by the way of living and the pattern of consump

tion of -the people. In Japan, the small-scale producer received great

encouragement from the attachment of the average Japanese to the national

way of living with its emphasis on variety and individuality in household

goods, This gave to the small-scale industrial unit a tremendous

advantage over the large-scale mass producer in respect of the provision

of consumers1 goods within the country*

Secondly? as the African farmer will be the chief customer for

the products of the small-scale firm located in isolated areas of the

country, its output and income would increase in proportion to the rate

at which he moved from subsistence cultivation to production; for the

market and the productivity of his farm increases.

To sum up? the small-scale industries programmes of African

countries should be part and parcel of their total industrial programmes,

and in fact, of their over-all plans for economic development j for the

primary objective of such programmes and plans is to raise the national

income and improve its distribution* The large-and the small—scale

organizations are simply means — in some fields, alternative means —

to these ends..

But these objectives — and more relevant to our present subject -—

the growth of small-scale labour-intensive production, will not take plaoe

on its own, unless either governments of African countries and/or large-scale

producers make positive steps to promote it.
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Finally, the strong point in favour of the small-scale industrial

firm, in capital-poor African countries is that they enable these to

economize the use of the factor of production, viz., capital, of which

they are in short supply. On the other hand, their over-all shortage of

capital should make them conscious of the importance of using whatever

capital they employ in small industries — of course, in large

industries top — as efficiently as possible. The "backyard furnaces"

which were established in mainland China towards the end of the last

decade are only an extreme example of uncontrolled enthusiasm for

localized small—scale production leading to great waste of manpower and

materials.
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JOTEX IX

GMERAL PRINCIPLES 'GOVERIOTG THE DEVELOPMENT

CO-ORDINATION OF SUB-REGIONAKLX EASED INDUSTRIES

(i) The proposed inter-governmental authority on economic co-ordination

shall "be empowered to decide policy matters relating to sub-regional

industrial and economic development and to establish any subsidiary

"bodies it deems necessary" to promote the development of industries.

(ii) The system of co-operative development in West Africa should look

towards the replacement by West African products of imports into

West Africa from other continents.

(iii) Multinational or sub-regional industries should be located on the

principle of maximum efficiency in the "industrialization programme

of the sub-region^ but under certain, circumstances the sub-region

should foster certain industries, in less-favoured countries.

(iv) (a) The inter-governmental body shall ensure the promotion of

West African trade through the exchange of the products of

liaed and other industries and ensure regular supplies of such

products to all West African markets. A system of reciprocal

preferences should also be established, in keeping with the'

guidelines adopted by UNCTAD? to promote an increase in trade

between the countries in the sub-region,

i . (b) Suitable arrangements for systems of payments and financial

compensation shall be determined by the inter-governmental machinery,

(v) The inter-governmental machinery shall consider the short-term and- ■ •

long-term plans of all countries in the sub-region and arrange a

system of priorities for their implementation. Member States should

be encouraged to undertake feasibility studies for prospective sub-'

regional West African industries and could "be assisted in. arranging

financing of such feasibility studies. The inter-governmental

machinery shall be empowered to ensure that these priorities are
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integrated -in -t^;- C.:-vro'* o^yyyj.t ^.'..r^i'j ?:T Ilciihor.? States.

(vi) All Governments shall "ba invited to co-operate with and participate

in the establishment of any sub-regional and ntiltin-aticnal- project

resulting from such studies.

(vii)The. inter-governmental machinery shall effect the gradual elimination

of tariffs and quantitative restrictions and other impediments to

intra- sub-regional trade in sub—regional products in accordance with

an agreed programme„

(viii)Conventipns and arrangements shall be worked out by the West African

inter-governmental machinery on measures necessarys

(a) To prevent dumping on sub-regional markets?

(b) To establish rules for fair competition within the several sub-

regional industries!

(c) To establish common West African investment incentives and common

commercial regulations for firzia in the sub-region;

• ■ (d) To establish a common external tariff,

(ix) The inter-governmental machinery shall negotiate non-discriminatory

transport charges between West African countries.

(x) The Governments of the West African sub-region shall negotiate

with GATT concerning the products of West African industries.

(xi) The economic and. industrial co-operation policies of the inter

governmental machinery of West Africa shall be harmonised with, those

of similar bodies in other sub-regions of Africa,

(zii) A significant proportion of the capital requirements of sub-regionally

based industries shall, as far as possible, be raised.in the form

of loans from international financial sources.
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LIST OP DOCUMOTS ■ '

Title ■'■:.■.

Agenda

Proposals en.Inter-governmental Machinery for

Su"b~regional Co-operation in ¥est Africa

Prospects of Increasing Intra-West African

Trade '

United Nations Development Programme (Special
Fund) Request from the Governments of the West

Africa Sub-region for Assistance in ;the Estab

lishment o£ a, Pilot Small Industries^ Advis'ory

: 'Centre ; ■' . ■

Soil Fertility and Fertilizers in West Africa
". - ■. «'

Aspects of Power Development and Utilisation

.in-West Africa , .

The Construction Industry in Development ....

Programmes* A.-Techno-Economic Review'in tHe ■

West African Sub-region

Forest Industries Development in West Africa

Research into, the Chemical Industry .aiid.

Fertilizers in West Afrioa

The Petroleum Industry in the West African .

Sub-region

(Study of the Prospects for the Development

of Inland Water Transport in West Africa)

(Ceramics)

Trained Manpower Requirements for Accelerated

Economic Development in the West African Sub-

region

Manufactured and unmanufactured Tobacco in

the West African Sub-region ■ . i:'. ■■■.-.'.■

The Demographic Situation in Western Africa

Standardization in,the West African Sub-region

'm * )^—
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B/GBT.14/IM/117
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////G
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E/C1T. 14/I^R/l22/Add. 1
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E/CS.14/IHR/123

Title

A Development Programme for the West African

Cement Industry

Aspects of Transport Development in West

Africa . ..-.'. .:...■.

Machinery for the Co-ordinati<5n of Transport

Policies and.Planning in West Africa

Furniture.Industry Development in the West1,.

African Sub-region

The Development of Small-scale Industry, in...

the West African Sub-region

Establishment of Food Processing Industries

in ¥est Africa

Comment by the secretariat

Industrial Research in the -West African -SaW

region . ■ ■ .: ■ ■-,;_;. ;

(The Brick Industry)

The Beverages Industry in the West African . •

■ Sub-region • ■ ■ ■ . _*,•■..-.

The Development of the Engineering Industries

in West Africa " " ■■ .;t^'.

Possibilities of Motor Vehicle Assembly in" '■

West Africa .

(The Mining Industry in West Afrioa) ' . .. .' ;

The Textile Situation in West Africas

Markets - Industries - Prospects

West Africa s Pre-feasibility Report on the

Electronics"Industry

(The Development of the Rubber Industry in

West Africa) ' *■

(The Refractories Industry in West Africa)

Bags and Bagging Materials in West Africa- :

A First Study of the Market and Industrial

Prospects ■ •

The Role of the Cement-based Industries' in

Economies of Construction and the Prospects

' of their Development in West ^frioa

(...) - Provisional title,
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Title

Development of Sugar Industry in the West

African Sub-region

Preliminary Survey of the Possibilities and

Prospects of Co-operation in the Field of

Energy in West Africa

(Report on the Aluminium Industry, in Central

and West Africa)

Summary Report on Pre-feasibility Study of

Copper., Leadf and Zinc Industries in West

Africa to 198O

Summary Report on Pre-feasibility S"tudy of

an Expanded Paint Products Industry in West

Africa to I98O

Report on Pre-feasibility Study of an Expanded

Leather and Sho& Industry in West Africa to

1980

Industrial Development in West Africa s An

Integrated Analysis

Opportunities for a Packaging Industry in

the West African Sub-region

Techno-Economic Aspects of the Glass Industry

in the West African Sub-region

(Possibilities for the Development of a

Rubber and Synthetic Fibre Industry in

West Africa)

Energy Development in the Countries of the

West African Sub-region (Consolidated Report)

Study of the Situation of Livestock arid

Meat Production in Five West African

Countries

Food Supp3$- and Economic Co-operation in

West Africa


